
The “CleanTech Crash” Embezzlement Of Taxpayer Money Via 
Stock Market Fraud and Political Corruption

- Silicon Valley operated the largest crony payola scam, at the expense of taxpayers,
in U.S. history

- This crime was reported, in writing, with millions of pages of evidence, to FBI 
Director James Comey and U.S. Attorney General and they covered it up.
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This crony political corruption scam was a felony criminal 
embezzlement crime that has been covered up by corrupt 
officials. Here is the proof of these crimes and their cover-ups:

Obama, Google, Gawker/Gizmodo Media, John Doerr, Larry 
Page, Steve Westly, Steve Rattner, Eric Schmidt, Elon Musk and 
their gang, conspired To Put Hit-Jobs On Americans And Now 
We Have The Proof

By ProPublica Alliance

A Conspiracy Theory is no longer a theory when you have the facts in hand.

Nobody can deny the fact that Barack Obama, Google, the Gawker/Gizmodo tabloid facade and Elon 
Musk are all the primary financiers and beneficiaries of the manipulations of the DNC. All of these 
parties even admitted this in their own federal financial filings.

Even if you did not look at their own filings, or the massive sets of evidence files we now have in hand,
each of these parties own words prove that assertion. You can see them verify this in thousands of TV 
and newspaper interviews.

New York and California State Judges and Senators mostly work for the DNC. Even if you did not look
at their own filings or the massive sets of evidence files we now have in hand, each of these parties 
own words prove that assertion.

The energy industry is the third-largest industry in the United States (according to “  The Energy 
Industry in the United States”. commerce.gov. USA Government. Retrieved 28 June2013.)  This market
is expected to have an investment of over $700 billion over the next two decades according to 
Selectusa. 

The energy sector accounts for 4.6% of outstanding leveraged loans, compared with 3.1% a decade 
ago, while energy bonds make up 15.7% of the $1.3 trillion junk bond market, up from 4.3% over the 
same period.[2]

Since energy plays an essential role in industrial societies, the ownership and control of energy 
resources plays an increasing role in politics. At the national level, governments seek to influence the 
sharing (distribution) of energy resources among various sections of the society through pricing 
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mechanisms; or even who owns resources within their borders. They may also seek to influence the use
of energy by individuals and business in an attempt to tackle environmental issues.

The most recent international political controversy regarding energy resources is in the context of 
the Iraq wars. Some political analysts maintain that the hidden reason for both 1991 and 2003 wars can 
be traced to strategic control of international energy resources.[12] Others counter this analysis with the
numbers related to its economics. According to the latter group of analysts, U.S. has spent about $336 
billion in Iraq[13] as compared with a background current value of $25 billion per year budget for the 
entire U.S. oil import dependence[14]

The U.S. Department of Energy estimates that by 2050, the world’s population will reach 9.4 billion, 
and per capita income will double. This will result in a doubling of energy demand, and in an age of 
growing concerns over climate change, the world is increasingly looking to renewable energy to power 
the economies of the future.

In addition, according to the International Energy Agency (IEA), $2.55 trillion/year will have to be 
spent on global energy infrastructure and energy efficiency initiatives. This presents a massive potential
investment opportunity but also comes with many risks. The Obama Administration sold Silicon Valley
venture capitalists on the idea that Obama would give them exclusive access to this “coming green 
energy gold rush” if they financed his political campaigns. Obama’s staff got together with the 
Silicon Valley VC’s to create a synthetic crisis based on climate data manipulation. While the 
climate does, indeed, change, the “crisis” that the Obama Team dreamed up was created in a way
so that only Obama’s friends could solve it. Wasn’t that an ironic coincidence? Anybody who 
competed with Obama’s friends who were “solving this problem” had hit-jobs, industrial 
sabotage and character assassination launched against them by the Obama White House and 
Obama’s friends.

Why would they do such insane things? Why would they kill Seth Rich or any of the 42 different 
competitors who were murdered since 2008? For greed and sociopath-like power mongering.

According to the IEA’s 2012 World Energy Outlook report that Obama used to market his scheme: “…
between 2012 and 2035, $6.4 trillion ($278 billion/year) will be spent on renewable energy as the 
share of electricity generated from environmentally-friendly sources nearly triples to 31%. The three 
largest areas of investment will include wind power ($2.1 trillion), hydroelectric ($1.5 trillion), and 
solar photovoltaics ($1.3 trillion)…” all of that “green energy” was previously acquired by Obama’s 
friends and financiers based on tips from Obama staffers David Plouffe, David Axelrod and Rahm 
Emmanual. This arrangement was created by Obama and the DNC in order to kick-back crony 
government payola. The amounts of money involved in these schemes is beyond the capacity of 99% 
of the population to even comprehend. The CleanTech Crash was a crony payola scam which paid off 
politicians in insider trading stock ownerships.

Hillary Clinton’s gal pal: Margaret Sullivan (Who is also Tom Steyer’s right-hand girl) was moved into 
leadership at the USAID, which pushed a manipulated report that said that Afghanistan was full of 
lithium ion battery mines for Obama financier Elon Musk. The Afghan mines were supposed to be a 
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campaign trade, to Silicon Valley oligarchs in exchange for internet election rigging and campaign 
cash. This was just another portion of the CleanTech Crash crony payola scam with even more insider 
trading stock perk payola.

To cut to the chase: the energy industry is now a SEVEN TRILLION DOLLAR industry and, at least, 
5 people per day are killed in wars and industrial “situations” in order to keep those energy dollars in 
certain people’s hands.

People do kill people over seven trillion dollars of profits. People do plant moles, saboteurs and operate
character assassinations if they fear that a new technology or a new candidate might affect that seven 
trillion dollars.

Google, Gawker, Gizmodo and that media Cartel do run character assassinations, costing tens of 
millions of dollars, against individuals and start-up companies who, they think, might have innovations 
that shift the flow of that seven trillion. They are doing the same exact thing, in exactly the same exact 
ways, to the Trump Administration because Trump is not buying into their crony scams.

Elon Musk, Eric Schmidt, Larry Page, John Doerr, Mark Zuckerberg and the Silicon Valley oligarchs 
paid for, and directed, those attacks. They used psychological warfare and subliminal message program
on a scale never before seen in society. The Silicon Valley oligarchs and the DNC manipulators need to 
now face an epic punishment for their crimes.

Democracy can never be allowed to be their play-thing again!

 If any person doubts or disputes the facts presented here, they are welcome to meet with the thousands 
of witnesses and victims of these crimes before a Federal Public Civil Jury, an Open Grand Jury, a 
Live Streamed Web-Cast and/or a Televised Congressional Hearing. The facts are clear. The “fake 
news” cover-ups are falling apart. Every single troll and shill working on hiding these facts has been 
hunted down and exposed. Millions of citizens now have access to the complete case documents. This 
matter will never end until justice is served.

Obama’s “Climate Change” Scam was a scheme to give taxpayer cash only to his Silicon Valley 
campaign financiers by using the Dept. of Energy as a POLITICAL SLUSH-FUND to pay crony 
payola to his friends and sabotage their competitors!

“POLITICIANS ARE YOUR EMPLOYEES. NEVER LET THEM GET AWAY WITH CRIMES LIKE 
THESE USING YOUR TAX DOLLARS AGAINST YOU LIKE FEINSTEIN, PELOSI, REED, BROWN 
AND THE REST OF THE CORRUPT SCUM DID!”

“EXPOSE THESE CORRUPT STAINS ON DEMOCRACY. CALL THEM OUT, SUE THEM, 
DISCLOSE THEIR CRIMES AND ILLICIT ACTS, CRASH THEIR COVERT INSIDER TRADING 
STOCKS, EXPOSE THEIR HOOKERS AND RENT BOYS, BANKRUPT THEIR HIDDEN HOLDINGS 
AND SILICON VALLEY FRONT COMPANIES, DEMAND A SPECIAL PROSECUTOR LIKE THEY 
HAD IN THE WATERGATE HEARINGS AND RUN RECALL ELECTIONS AGAINST THEM. USE 



THE AGE OF ULTRA-TRANSPARENCY TO SHUT THEM DOWN WITH THE GLOBAL EXPOSURE 
OF THEIR ILLICIT DEEDS…”

“UBER, THERANOS, THE HUNDREDS OF RAPE AND SEX ABUSE CASES AGAINST SILICON
VALLEY BOSSES AND THE EPIC CORRUPTION IN SILICON VALLEY SHOULD LEAVE YOU 
WITH ONLY ONE OPTION: CALL YOUR STOCK BROKER, TODAY, AND TELL THEM TO 
PULL YOUR STOCKS OUT OF ANY SILICON VALLEY COMPANIES. YOU MUST 
BOYCOTT THE ADVERTISERS OF GOOGLE, FACEBOOK, TWITTER, ETC. AND CUT 
OFF EVERY SOURCE OF THEIR CORRUPT INCOME…”

“NEVER, EVER, TOLERATE POLITICAL CORRUPTION!”



The Silicon Valley Circle of Corruption:

 

THE LARGEST POLITICAL INSIDER SCAM IN 
HISTORY…
U.S. SENATORS, OBAMA WHITE HOUSE STAFF AND SILICON VALLEY BILLIONAIRES 
SCAMMED THE STOCK MARKET, THE PUBLIC AND AMERICA AND MADE BILLIONS IN 
ILLEGAL PROFITS BY MAKING UP FAKE “PROBLEMS” WHICH ONLY THEIR SILICON 
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VALLEY CAMPAIGN FINANCIERS MONOPOLISTICALLY OWNED THE “SOLUTIONS” FOR 
IN A PRE-ARRANGED CRONY VIOLATION OF ANTI-TRUST LAWS!

U.S. SENATORS FROM CALIFORNIA, NEVADA AND NEW YORK ARE THE CROOKS IN THIS
CASE BECAUSE THEY TOOK BRIBES IN EXCHANGE FOR FACILITATING THESE CRIMES! 
THAT IS WHY WE NEEDED TO UPGRADE THE FBI AND THE DOJ!

An endless-loop cycle of payola, quid-pro-quo, black-listing, finance collusion, sex abuse scandals and 
crony political payoffs that will never end until the FBI and the SEC begin arresting and indicting 
people! This technology culture of crime is destroying democracy in America! It is time to stop being 
soft on Silicon Valley racketeering and give law enforcement the orders to BRING IT!

Write Your Elected Officials and Demand The Arrests of the Silicon Valley Oligarchs!

HELP BUST CLEANTECH CRONY CORRUPTION CRIMES!

 

WHAT IS THE BOTTOM LINE HERE?
FOR THE OBAMA CAMPAIGN FUNDING, TRILLIONS OF DOLLARS OF FOREIGN MINING 
SCHEMES FOR LITHIUM, INDIUM, COBALT, URANIUM, COPPER, ETC. WERE BEING 
TRADED FOR POLITICAL CAMPAIGN FINANCING AND SILICON VALLEY INTERNET 
“SOCIAL MEDIA ENGINEERING” WHICH WAS USED TO RIG PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS.

DOE, CIA, USAID, DOT, EPA AND OTHER AGENCIES WERE INFECTED WITH CORRUPTION 
TO ATTEMPT THIS SCHEME. WHEN THE FBI RAIDED SOLYNDRA, THE SCHEME BEGAN 
TO UNRAVEL.

THE SCHEME WAS BACKED BY SILICON VALLEY “CLEANTECH” BILLIONAIRES IN 
EXCHANGE FOR MONOPOLIES AND PROFITS. THOSE WHO REPORTED THE SCHEME 
WERE ATTACKED; POISONED; BLACK-LISTED; DEFAMED WITH MEDIA HIT-JOBS 
OPERATED BY GOOGLE, GAWKER MEDIA, UNIVISION, MEDIA MATTERS, IQT, ETC; AND 
BLOCKADED FROM COURT. MANY OF US WITNESSED THESE CRIMES FIRST-PERSON.
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OVER 10 MILLION PAGES OF EVIDENCE DELIVERED TO 
THE U.S.CONGRESS, THE ATTORNEY GENERAL, THE 
FBI, THE GAO AND EVERY ETHICS COMMITTEE!

THE LARGEST CRIMINAL POLITICAL “SLUSH-FUND” IN 
U.S. HISTORY! THE FELONY-CLASS THEFT OF STATE & 
FEDERAL TAXPAYER CASH
# Already proven in Federal Court and Congressional investigations to have been “Epic Corruption”

# Hidden for almost a decade by a cover-up scheme that went as high as The White House

# Benefit cut-offs and blacklists were used against some witnesses and others “died mysteriously”

# Each of the innocent victims lost their life savings, careers, income, jobs, families and some lost their 
lives from these DNC sponsored political corruption attacks

# The money was illegally and covertly crony hard-wired for insiders and outsiders got attacked

# Taxpayer dollars were used to attack, sabotage and harm the outsiders who competed with insiders

# Emails, recordings, leaked documents and insider testimony proves the crimes and the criminals

# Operated by a Silicon Valley “Mafia” and a political Cartel of corrupt insiders at DOE and The White
House

# Federal investigators have discovered that the exact same Silicon Valley Mafia billionaires promoting
fake “Climate-Gate” data were the exact same ones receiving cash and stock market gains from it

# Crony payola kick-back schemes were deployed in the TARP and Department of Energy programs

# Vastly larger than the “Watergate”, Enron or Madoff Scandals

# Trillions of taxpayer dollars were targeted by the crooks
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This Case Now Covered In Over 100,000 News Items
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EVERY CORPORATE & AGENCY STOOGE WHO RAN 
THESE CRIMES IS NOW FACING PUBLIC-FORCED 
BANKRUPTCY!
PUBLIC BOYCOTTS, DOXXING AND PUBLIC INVESTIGATIONS HAVE STARTED. 
EVERYONE IS TELLING THEIR STOCK BROKERS TO PULL OUT OF ANY STOCKS THEY 
HAVE IN SILICON VALLEY OR BIG HOLLYWOOD. THE PUBLIC IS NOW TAKING ALL OF 
THE PERPETRATORS DOWN. TAKE ACTION TODAY AND BANKRUPT A POLITICALLY 
CORRUPT COMPANY TOMORROW!

 

The “SILICON MAFIA” including Reid Hoffman, Elon Musk and the insane sociopath frat boy/gay 
boy billionaire oligarchs of Silicon Valley. They decided that Democracy was going to be their play-
thing!:
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THIS CASE IS NOT ABOUT POLITICS, DEMOCRATS NOR 
REPUBLICANS. IT IS ABOUT ORGANIZED CRIME AND 
FELONY LAW BREAKING!
Do not buy into the "bad guys" smoke-screen attempts, in this case, to play it off as an ideological 
battle or a campaign issue.

The facts are: Criminals did crimes. They broke the law. They lied. They stole U.S. Treasury taxpayer 
cash. Justice must be delivered in a legal yet devastating manner!

From A Law Enforcement Report:

"Action Item: Case Update Investigation Requests

Senior White House Executives and The President of the United States under the Obama 
Administration are well aware of this case. Some of them engaged in crimes and cover-ups in order to 
exploit the illicit assets of this case. 

Senior executives at The Department of Transportation, The Department of Energy, The Securities and 
Exchange Commission and some Law Enforcement agencies received profits from the illicit assets of 
this case and operated stand-downs, reprisal efforts, and cover-ups of regulatory and law enforcement 
efforts for their own private ends.

Campaign financiers in a Cartel-based association operating in violation of Racketeering RICO laws 
exchanged cash, stock warrants, prostitutes, revolving doors, internet and media manipulation, and 
other goods, for government contracts, grants, stock pumps, and federal appointments. This Cartel 
operated Ener1, Abound, Solyndra, Ivanpah, Severstal, A123, Fisker, Tesla Motors, SpaceX, Solar City,
Abengoa, and other facade efforts which stood as fronts for the asset transfers. Key portions of the 
illicit asset transfers occurred as skims-off-the-top as the money was transferred from the U.S. Treasury
to private accounts. Other key portions of the illicit asset transfers occurred as stock market pump-and-
dump profiteering under a process that U.S. Treasury inspectors call: “Unjust Reward Graft by State 
and Federal Employees...”.

The Obama/DNC Administration controlled media outlets including: CNN, NBC/MSNBC ,The New 
York Times, The Washington Post, The Los Angeles Times,Twitter, Google, Linkedin, Facebook, The 
New Yorker, Salon, Cracked, WIRED, Ars Technica, Vox, Gawker Media, The Verge, TechCrunch, All 
Disney Properties, Gizmodo, Univision, Kotaku, All Sony Properties, LifeHacker, Jezebel, All William 
Hearst properties, San Jose Mercury News, Deadspin, Jalopnik, Reddit.com, The Daily Dot, The 
Huffington Post, San Francisco Chronicle, MediaMatters, Politico, PolitiFact, ValueWalk, New York 
Daily News, TIME, Newsweek, Snopes, Motley Fool, Think Progress and related publications. This 
media control accounted for 95% of U.S. Domestic media impressions at one time and allowed the 
suspects to avoid news circumspection and to put character assassination and doubt-creation hit jobs on
adversaries.



“Don’t worry, it’s green and it will save penguins”- PR was used as a smoke-screen to attempt to lull 
voters into the typical “...move along, nothing to see here” political play-book ploy. 

After receiving more taxpayer cash hand-outs than any group in U.S. history, given to the smallest 
financially connected group, from the same federal administrators, while sabotaging only the 
competitors of that group, the facade companies all suddenly failed. This has never happened before in 
the history of America. The evidence points to only one conclusion: An organized crime activity was 
interdicted and the activity was definitely a felony-class criminal collusion effort.

Silicon Valley oligarchs were the primary instigators and beneficiaries of the scheme. Their leaders 
included Steve Westly, John Doerr, Eric Schmidt, Larry Page, Steven and Alison Spinner, Elon Musk, 
Jared Cohen, Steven Rattner, Steven Jurvetson, and related parties.

They used intermediate operations which include In-Q-Tel, Media Matters, New America Foundation, 
Think Progress, Deloitte Consulting, CBRE, Wells Fargo, Goldman Sachs, McKinsey Consulting and 
lobbyists to operate their scheme.

Over 980 billion dollars, at a minimum, from the U.S. Treasury has been routed to the bank accounts of
the suspects. Including losses from the Afghanistan War, which the suspects held a profiteering interest 
in, the calculated losses to U.S. taxpayers, to date, exceeds 6 trillion dollars. 

Leaks from Jofi Joseph, Wikileaks, Guccifer, Panama Papers, HSBC Swiss Leaks and over 72 similar 
leaks have now confirmed these facts. Secret Service agents, who stood in the White House observing 
these actions, have reported their disgust at the corruption. FBI agents, who have investigated these 
incidents, have reported their disgust at the lack of authorized actions for this case. Over 80 members 
of the United States Congress have started to demand a Special Prosecutor for the investigation of this 
matter. Over 1000 witnesses have offered to testify if a credible Special Prosecutor is appointed.

If You Don't Believe In "Conspiracies" then read: http://xyzcase.xyz/wp-content/uploads/WEB-FILED-
COURT-FILING-REGARDING-HATE-SPEECH-USAGE-OF-TERM-CONSPIRACY-THEORIST-
BY-GAWKER-COUNSEL.pdf

A new Administration has now been elected. The will and the resources to prosecute this case are now 
in place."



CONSPIRACIES ARE REAL

 

How, After This Crazy Year, Is ‘Conspiracy Theorist’ Still Being Used As An 
Insult? 

#Conspiracy #ConspiracyTheory #WikiLeaks #Leak #Email 

 

http://xyzcase.xyz/wp-content/uploads/HATE-SPEECH-USAGE-OF-TERM-CONSPIRACY-THEORIST-BY-GAWKER-COUNSEL.pdf
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Since WikiLeaks has clearly revealed that our government is lying to us and the 
mainstream media is helping them, it’s absurd for ‘conspiracy theorist’ to continue 
to exist as a dismissive pejorative.

I still get called a crazy conspiracy theorist all the time for writing about things like how Hillary 
Clinton’s no-fly zone in Syria would have probably required a war with Russia, or how Obama’s 
cabinet was largely appointed for him by an executive from Citigroup before he was even elected. 
These ideas aren’t based on wild conjecture or an over-active imagination; there’s plenty of solid and 
reputable evidence behind them for anyone who cares to do their own research (or just click my damn 
hyperlinks and view my sources! How hard is it, people? I’m not making this stuff up! I did all the 
work for you! What do you want me to do, come over to your house and read it to you in different 
character voices while you drink hot chocolate with marshmallows? What am I, your mom? Not that 
I’m bitter or anything). 

But lack of solid evidence isn’t what elicits such accusations and dismissals; the reason such ideas get 
dismissed as conspiracy theory so often is not due to lack of evidence, but due to lack of coverage by 
mainstream media franchises. Which should not be the case, because WikiLeaks has confirmed beyond 
a shadow of a doubt that the mainstream media actively collaborates with politicians and campaigns to 
manipulate the public narrative. These people who have “both a public position and a private position” 
also have legions     of members of the press in the upper echelons of news media actively colluding with 
their agendas. But then, that hasn’t been covered much by mainstream media either.

It wasn’t that long ago that a conspiracy theory was generally considered to mean an unproven notion 
widely frowned upon because its adherents tended to have very flimsy standards for proof, and would 
grasp at any shred of evidence no matter how disreputable as long as it satisfied their confirmation bias.
Nowadays, if the conversations I’ve been having lately are any indication, the term now essentially 
means “anything I haven’t seen on CNN,” or even “any new information that causes me to experience 
cognitive dissonance.” It’s become another meaningless, vacuous phrase mechanically bleated out by 
ignorant identity politics dogmatists to support the establishment agenda, much like “support our 
troops” when the establishment wants to kill people over crude oil, or “obstructionist congress” when 
the establishment wants people to ignore the way Obama continued and expanded all the worst aspects 
of the Bush administration, or “don’t discuss politics or religion” when the establishment wants us all 
to turn into a bunch of vapid, drooling idiots.
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If I’ve noticed this trend, a lot of my readers probably have, too. But even if the phrase “conspiracy 
theorist” hadn’t been twisted into an arbitrary knee-jerk dismissive pejorative and retained its more 
traditional usage, it’s still silly to see it employed at all. 

I mean, think about it. What have we learned this year? The Obama campaign actively conspired with a
Citigroup executive to determine which cabinet members would benefit the people responsible for the 
Wall Street crash and push the TPP through in great secrecy. The DNC actively conspired to thwart the 
campaign of one of their candidates in favor of the other in the contest they themselves were 
responsible for ensuring remains fair and even-handed. Hillary Clinton’s campaign staff actively 
conspired to elevate Donald Trump above the other Republican candidates in order to sink the 
campaigns of the moderates. Members of the mainstream media actively conspired with the Clinton 
campaign to elevate her above her competitors. A Clinton super PAC actively conspired to use paid 
shills to deceive people on internet discussion forums into thinking that Clinton had more grassroots 
support than she did. Democratic party elites actively conspired to use the media to create a 
liberal “echo chamber” and control public discourse. I could go on and on and on. These are actual 
conspiracies that people would have been (and were) mocked and dismissed as conspiracy theorists for 
suggesting before they were proven, and then they were proven. Every one of them. 

Is it reasonable, then, to dismiss anyone who comes up with a plausible theory involving powerful 
individuals manipulating things in a shady manner? The leaked documents from WikiLeaks only gave 
us a tiny glimpse behind the curtain of an opaque government and an opaque electoral process, and 
what we saw there was horrifying. Democracy being actively sabotaged at every turn,  plutocrats being 
given the keys to the nation, and the American people being deliberately and systematically deceived.  
What else is back there? Is it unreasonable to assume that there are many, many far more horrific things
going on behind the veil of government secrecy? I don’t think so. This doesn’t mean we should accept 
any conspiracy theory as gospel truth; these ideas ought to be vigorously debated, and we should of 
course always bring critical thinking to the table. But in light of this year’s revelations, critical thinking
necessarily means being wide open to the possibility that things are not at all happening the way we’re 
being told.
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It’s very naive to think that large institutions are immune to criminality, and that it’s not possible for 
networks of people in power to use that power for ill. Are we really meant to ignore that obvious reality
whenever it appears to be manifesting in our own institutions? I’d say that would be pretty stupid.

Lately whenever someone accuses me of spreading a conspiracy theory I’ve been mentally replacing 
the word “conspiracy” with one of its synonyms, which makes them sound a lot sillier. You should try 
it. “God, spare me the collaboration theory” doesn’t have that instant debunking quality that they’re 
reaching for. It means the same thing, and there is definitely collaboration happening, but now it’s got 
the baseless stigma removed. 

You can use other words like a “collusion” theory. A “co-operation” theory. “Pfft,” you hear them say. 
“That’s just an organized crime theory.”



This 1967 CIA Memo Is Still Used to Discredit 
Conspiracy Theorists Today

 
Melissa Dykes

The phrase “conspiracy theorist” gets thrown around these days like pies get thrown around in an 
episode of The Three Stooges. It has become so overused in fact that it almost doesn’t mean anything 
anymore (and has been superseded by the “fake news” psyop as a means of discrediting truly 
independent media that criticizes the establishment or asks too many questions).

Once upon a time, being a conspiracy theorist wasn’t automatically akin to being a crazy tin foil hatter. 
That all changed swiftly after John F. Kennedy’s assassination, when polls showed nearly half the 
country was not buying the Warren Commission’s findings or its report solidifying the government’s 
official version of events; a Gallup poll reported in January 1967 that at least 46% of the country did 
not believe Oswald acted alone. (Bear in mind this was a full decade before the House Select 
Committee on Assassinations investigated JFK’s murder and concluded that, “Scientific acoustical 
evidence establishes a high probability that two gunmen fired at President John F. Kennedy,” and that 
“President John F. Kennedy was probably assassinated as a result of a conspiracy.”)

https://www.archives.gov/research/jfk/select-committee-report/summary.html
http://truthstreammedia.com/author/melddykes/


At the same time, Mark Lane had just released his book “Rush to Judgment: A Critique of the Warren 
Commission’s Inquiry into the Murders of President John F. Kennedy, Officer J. D. Tippit and Lee 
Harvey Oswald” and a three-judge panel had just ruled that District Attorney Jim Garrison had enough 
evidence to take Clay Shaw to trial on charges of conspiring to assassinate JFK.

The Central Intelligence Agency released the following memo in April 1967 categorized as “PSYCH” 
which essentially weaponized the use of the label “conspiracy theorist” and laid out a number of dirty 
tactics using “elite friendly contacts” including politicians and media figures to discredit and shut down
any claims and ultimately demonize anyone who attempted to challenge the government’s official 
version of events.

This is how it worked then and it’s clearly still how it works today.

If you read this document, you’ll see elements of it still in play today every time a major event takes 
place that the system does not want anyone asking questions about.

In 1967, the CIA Created the Label "Conspiracy
Theorists" ... to Attack Anyone Who Challenges 
the "Official" Narrative

by George Washington 

Conspiracy Theorists USED TO Be Accepted As Normal

Democracy and free market capitalism were founded on conspiracy theories.

The Magna Carta, the Constitution and Declaration of Independence and other  founding Western 
documents were based on conspiracy theories. Greek democracy and free market capitalism were also 
based on conspiracy theories.

But those were the bad old days …Things have now changed.

The CIA Coined the Term Conspiracy Theorist In 1967

That all changed in the 1960s.

Specifically, in April 1967, the CIA wrote a dispatch which coined the term “conspiracy theories” … 
and recommended methods for discrediting such theories.  The dispatch was marked “psych” –  short 
for “psychological operations” or disinformation –  and “CS” for the CIA’s “Clandestine Services” unit.

The dispatch was produced in responses to a Freedom of Information Act request by the New York 
Times in 1976.
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The dispatch states:

2. This trend of opinion is a matter of concern to the U.S. government, including our 
organization.

 ***

The aim of this dispatch is to provide material countering and discrediting the claims of 
the conspiracy theorists, so as to inhibit the circulation of such claims in other countries. 
Background information is supplied in a classified section and in a number of unclassified 
attachments.

 3. Action. We do not recommend that discussion of the [conspiracy] question be initiated 
where it is not already taking place. Where discussion is active addresses are requested:

a. To discuss the publicity problem with and friendly elite contacts (especially politicians 
and editors) , pointing out that the [official investigation of the relevant event] made as 
thorough an investigation as humanly possible, that the charges of the critics are without 
serious foundation, and that further speculative discussion only plays into the hands of the 
opposition. Point out also that parts of the conspiracy talk appear to be deliberately 
generated by …  propagandists. Urge them to use their influence to discourage unfounded 
and irresponsible speculation.

b. To employ propaganda assets to and refute the attacks of the critics. Book reviews 
and feature articles are particularly appropriate for this purpose. The unclassified 
attachments to this guidance should provide useful background material for passing to 
assets. Our ploy should point out, as applicable, that the critics are (I) wedded to theories 
adopted before the evidence was in, (II) politically interested, (III) financially 
interested, (IV) hasty and inaccurate in their research, or (V) infatuated with their own 
theories.

***

4. In private to media discussions not directed at any particular writer, or in attacking 
publications which may be yet forthcoming, the following arguments should be useful:

a. No significant new evidence has emerged which the Commission did not consider.

***

b. Critics usually overvalue particular items and ignore others. They tend to place more 
emphasis on the recollections of individual witnesses (which are less reliable and more 
divergent–and hence offer more hand-holds for criticism) …

***

c. Conspiracy on the large scale often suggested would be impossible to conceal in the 
United States, esp. since informants could expect to receive large royalties, etc.



***

d. Critics have often been enticed by a form of intellectual pride: they light on some 
theory and fall in love with it; they also scoff at the Commission because it did not always
answer every question with a flat decision one way or the other.

***

 f. As to charges that the Commission’s report was a rush job, it emerged three months after 
the deadline originally set. But to the degree that the Commission tried to speed up its 
reporting, this was largely due to the pressure of irresponsible speculation already 
appearing, in some cases coming from the same critics who, refusing to admit their errors, 
are now putting out new criticisms.

 g. Such vague accusations as that “more than ten people have died mysteriously” can 
always be explained in some natural way ….

 5. Where possible, counter speculation by encouraging reference to the Commission’s 
Report itself. Open-minded foreign readers should still be impressed by the care, 
thoroughness, objectivity and speed with which the Commission worked. Reviewers of 
other books might be encouraged to add to their account the idea that, checking back 
with the report itself, they found it far superior to the work of its critics.

Here are screenshots of part of the memo:
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Summarizing the tactics which the CIA dispatch recommended:

• Claim that it would be impossible for so many people would keep quiet about such a big 

conspiracy 

http://www.washingtonsblog.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/CIA-conspiracy2.jpg


• Have people friendly to the CIA attack the claims, and point back to “official” reports 

• Claim that eyewitness testimony is unreliable 

• Claim that this is all old news, as “no significant new evidence has emerged” 

• Ignore conspiracy claims unless discussion about them is already too active 

• Claim that it’s irresponsible to speculate 

• Accuse theorists of being wedded to and infatuated with their theories 

• Accuse theorists of being politically motivated 

• Accuse theorists of having financial interests in promoting conspiracy theories 

In other words, the CIA’s clandestine services unit created the arguments for attacking conspiracy 
theories as unreliable in the 1960s as part of its psychological warfare operations.

But Aren’t Conspiracy Theories – In Fact – Nuts?

Forget Western history and CIA dispatches … aren’t conspiracy theorists nutty?

In fact, conspiracies are so common that judges are trained to look at conspiracy allegations as just 
another legal claim to be disproven or proven based on the specific evidence:

Federal and all 50 state’s codes include specific statutes addressing conspiracy, and 
providing the punishment for people who commit conspiracies.

But let’s examine what the people trained to weigh evidence and reach conclusions think 
about “conspiracies”. Let’s look at what American judges think.

Searching Westlaw, one of the 2 primary legal research networks which attorneys and 
judges use to research the law, I searched for court decisions including the word 
“Conspiracy”. This is such a common term in lawsuits that it overwhelmed Westlaw.

Specifically, I got the following message:

“Your query has been intercepted because it may retrieve a large number of 
documents.”

From experience, I know that this means that there were potentially millions or many 
hundreds of thousands of cases which use the term. There were so many cases, that 
Westlaw could not even start processing the request.

So I searched again, using the phrase “Guilty of Conspiracy”. I hoped that this would not 
only narrow my search sufficiently that Westlaw could handle it, but would give me cases 
where the judge actually found the defendant guilty of a conspiracy. This pulled up exactly 
10,000 cases — which is the maximum number of results which Westlaw can give at one 
time. In other words, there were more than 10,000 cases using the phrase “Guilty of 
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Conspiracy” (maybe there’s a way to change my settings to get more than 10,000 results, 
but I haven’t found it yet).

Moreover, as any attorney can confirm, usually only appeal court decisions are published in
the Westlaw database. In other words, trial court decisions are rarely published; the only 
decisions normally published are those of the courts which hear appeals of the trial. 
Because only a very small fraction of the cases which go to trial are appealed, this logically 
means that the number of guilty verdicts in conspiracy cases at trial must be much, much 
larger than 10,000.

Moreover, “Guilty of Conspiracy” is only one of many possible search phrases to use to 
find cases where the defendant was found guilty of a lawsuit for conspiracy. Searching on 
Google, I got 3,170,000   results (as of yesterday) under the term “Guilty of Conspiracy”, 
669,000   results for the search term “Convictions for Conspiracy”, and 743,000   results for 
“Convicted for Conspiracy”.

Of course, many types of conspiracies are called other things altogether. For example, a 
long-accepted legal doctrine makes it illegal for two or more companies to conspire to fix 
prices, which is called “Price Fixing” (1,180,000 r  esults).

Given the above, I would extrapolate that there have been hundreds of thousands of 
convictions for criminal or civil conspiracy in the United States.

 Finally, many crimes go unreported or unsolved, and the perpetrators are never caught. 
Therefore, the actual number of conspiracies committed in the U.S. must be even higher.

In other words, conspiracies are committed all the time in the U.S., and many of the 
conspirators are caught and found guilty by American courts. Remember, Bernie Madoff’s 
Ponzi scheme was a conspiracy theory.

Indeed, conspiracy is a very well-recognized crime in American law, taught to every first-
year law school student as part of their basic curriculum. Telling a judge that someone has
a “conspiracy theory” would be like telling him that someone is claiming that he 
trespassed on their property, or committed assault, or stole his car. It is a fundamental
legal concept.

Obviously, many conspiracy allegations are false (if you see a judge at a dinner party, ask 
him to tell you some of the crazy conspiracy allegations which were made in his court). 
Obviously, people will either win or lose in court depending on whether or not they can 
prove their claim with the available evidence. But not all allegations of trespass, assault, or 
theft are true, either.

Proving a claim of conspiracy is no different from proving any other legal claim, and the 
mere label “conspiracy” is taken no less seriously by judges.

It’s not only Madoff. The heads of Enron were found guilty of conspiracy, as was the head of Adelphia.
Numerous lower-level government officials have been found guilty of conspiracy. See this, this, this, 
this and this.
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Time Magazine’s financial columnist Justin Fox writes:

Some financial market conspiracies are real …

 Most good investigative reporters are conspiracy theorists, by the way.

And what about the NSA and the tech companies that have cooperated with them?

But Our Leaders Wouldn’t Do That

While people might admit that corporate executives and low-level government officials might have 
engaged in conspiracies – they may be strongly opposed to considering that the wealthiest or most 
powerful might possibly have done so.

But powerful insiders have long admitted to conspiracies. For example, Obama’s Administrator of the 
Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs, Cass Sunstein, wrote:

Of course some conspiracy theories, under our definition, have turned out to be true. The 
Watergate hotel room used by Democratic National Committee was, in fact, bugged by 
Republican officials, operating at the behest of the White House. In the 1950s, the Central 
Intelligence Agency did, in fact, administer LSD and related drugs under Project 
MKULTRA, in an effort to investigate the possibility of “mind control.” Operation 
Northwoods, a rumored plan by the Department of Defense to simulate acts of terrorism 
and to blame them on Cuba, really was proposed by high-level officials ….

But Someone Would Have Spilled the Beans

A common defense to people trying sidetrack investigations into potential conspiracies is to say that 
“someone would have spilled the beans” if there were really a conspiracy.

But famed whistleblower Daniel Ellsberg explains:

It is a commonplace that “you can’t keep secrets in Washington” or “in a democracy, no 
matter how sensitive the secret, you’re likely to read it the next day in the New York 
Times.” These truisms are flatly false. They are in fact cover stories, ways of flattering and 
misleading journalists and their readers, part of the process of keeping secrets well. Of 
course eventually many secrets do get out that wouldn’t in a fully totalitarian society. But 
the fact is that the overwhelming majority of secrets do not leak to the American public. 
This is true even when the information withheld is well known to an enemy and when it is 
clearly essential to the functioning of the congressional war power and to any democratic 
control of foreign policy. The reality unknown to the public and to most members of 
Congress and the press is that secrets that would be of the greatest import to many of 
them can be kept from them reliably for decades by the executive branch, even though
they are known to thousands of insiders.

History proves Ellsberg right. For example:

• One hundred and thirty thousand (130,000) people from the U.S., UK and Canada worked on 

the Manhattan Project. But it was kept secret for years 
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• A BBC documentary shows that: 

There was “a planned coup in the USA in 1933 by a group of right-wing 
American businessmen . . . . The coup was aimed at toppling President Franklin
D Roosevelt with the help of half-a-million war veterans. The plotters, who 
were alleged to involve some of the most famous families in America, (owners 
of Heinz, Birds Eye, Goodtea, Maxwell Hse & George Bush’s Grandfather, 
Prescott) believed that their country should adopt the policies of Hitler and 
Mussolini to beat the great depression”

Moreover, “the tycoons told General Butler the American people would accept the new 
government because they controlled all the newspapers.” Have you ever heard of this 
conspiracy before? It was certainly a very large one. And if the conspirators controlled the 
newspapers then, how much worse is it today with media consolidation?

• 7 out of the 8 giant, money center banks went bank  rupt in the 1980′s during the “Latin 

American Crisis”, and the government’s response was to cover up their insolvency. That’s a 
cover up lasting several decades 

• Banks have been involved in systematic criminal behavior, and have manipulated every single 

market 

• Governments have been covering up nuclear meltdowns for fifty years to protect the nuclear 

industry. Governments have colluded to cover up the severity of numerous other environmental 
accidents. For many years, Texas officials intentionally under-reported the amount of radiation 
in drinking water to avoid having to report violations 

• The government’s spying on Americans began before 9/11 (confirmed here and here. And see 

this.) But the public didn’t learn about it until many years later. Indeed, the the New York Times
delayed the story so that it would not affect the outcome of the 2004 presidential election 

• The decision to launch the Iraq war was made before 9/11. Indeed, former CIA director George 

Tenet said that the White House wanted to invade Iraq long before 9/11, and inserted “crap” in 
its justifications for invading Iraq. Former Treasury Secretary Paul O’Neill – who sat on the 
National Security Council – also says that Bush planned the Iraq war before 9/11. And top 
British officials say that the U.S. discussed Iraq regime change one month after Bush took 
office. Dick Cheney apparently even made Iraqi’s oil fields a national security priority before 
9/11. And it has now been shown that a handful of people were responsible for willfully 
ignoring the evidence that Iraq lacked weapons of mass destruction. These facts have only been 
publicly disclosed recently. Indeed, Tom Brokaw said, “All wars are based on propaganda.” A 
concerted effort to produce propaganda is a conspiracy 

Moreover, high-level government officials and insiders have admitted to dramatic conspiracies after the
fact, including:

• Supporting terrorists to promote geopolitical goals 
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• Supporting false flag terror 

The admissions did not occur until many decades after the events.

These examples show that it is possible to keep conspiracies secret for a long time, without anyone 
“spilling the beans”.

In addition, to anyone who knows how covert military operations work, it is obvious that segmentation 
on a “need-to-know basis”, along with deference to command hierarchy, means that a couple of top 
dogs can call the shots and most people helping won’t even know the big picture at the time they are 
participating.

Moreover, those who think that co-conspirators will brag about their deeds forget that people in the 
military or intelligence or who have huge sums of money on the line can be very disciplined. They are 
not likely to go to the bar and spill the beans like a down-on-their-luck, second-rate alcoholic robber 
might do.

Finally, people who carry out covert operations may do so for ideological reasons — believing that the 
“ends justify the means”. Never underestimate the conviction of an ideologue.

Conclusion

The bottom line is that some conspiracy claims are nutty and some are true. Each has to be judged on 
its own facts.

Humans have a tendency to try to explain random events through seeing patterns … that’s how our 
brains our wired. Therefore, we have to test our theories of connection and causality against the cold, 
hard facts.

On the other hand, the old saying by Lord Acton is true:

Power tends to corrupt, and absolute power tends to corrupt absolutely.

Those who operate without checks and balances – and without the disinfectant sunlight of public 
scrutiny and accountability – tend to act in their own best interests … and the little guy gets hurt.

The early Greeks knew it, as did those who forced the king to sign the Magna Carta, the Founding 
Fathers and the father of modern economics. We should remember this important tradition of Western 
civilization.

Postscript: The ridicule of all conspiracy theories is really just an attempt to diffuse criticism of the 
powerful.

The wealthy are not worse than other people … but they are not necessarily better either. Powerful 
leaders may not be bad people … or they could be sociopaths.

We must judge each by his or her actions, and not by preconceived stereotypes that they are all saints 
acting in our best interest or all scheming criminals.
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And see ...

The Troll’s Guide to Internet Disruption
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THE XYZ CASE: “THE CLEANTECH-CRASH CRIMES”
A trillion dollar-plus political corruption case which abused taxpayers nation-wide and the public 
policy system over-all.

- The victims demand justice and restitution for the fraud, harassment and interference they suffered. 
These citizens must be compensated for the malicious, proven, retribution tactics, lies, toxic 
poisonings, vendetta cut-offs of all government benefits, vendetta cut-offs of all employment and 
revenue sources, interference, "missing hard drives" and interdiction efforts conducted, with applicants 
own tax dollars, against the applicants. Neither they, their families, staff and associates will rest until 
justice prevails. 

- The public demands the arrest of the corrupt.

- Justice demands resolution or the repercussions will only continue to accelerate and amplify.

This crime continues to this day. The cover-ups continue to this day. The attacks on the victims and 
losses by the victims continue to this day.

Senators Reid and Feinstein, White House staff and Dept. of Energy executives had insider trading 
deals with Silicon Valley tech billionaires. They used Google and Gawker Media to attack witnesses, 
destroy competitors and rig the news in their favor while exploiting illicit mining and stock market 
crony corruption deals. The only "Green" thing they were interested in was the cash! They had "hard-
wired" the DOE money, in advance, for the campaign financiers and simply used/defrauded the non-
crony applicants as a smoke-screen to hide their scam while monopolizing markets in a scheme agreed 
to with Rahm Emanual, David Axelrod, David Plouffe and their Cartel.

Through over-whelming transparency and evidence aggregation, this project seeks to document the 
crimes, on public record, on a permanent basis; and, without breaking a single law, terminate the 
corrupt and their corruption. It is the intent of the victims to, either, sue each and every suspect or 
acquire resolution from the government agencies involved.

 

http://www.xyzcase.xyz/%C2%A0


CLAIMS:
Whistle-blower rewards are owed from the Securities and Exchange Commission, The Federal Bureau 
of Investigation, The Government Accountability Office, The Auditor General of The U.S. Department 
of Energy, The Federal Trade Commission, The Office of the Special Counsel, The California Victims 
Assistance Board, The U.S. and California Attorney General’s offices and other agencies that received 
valuable law enforcement and oversight assistance from “Victims Group A”. Recently one of the peers 
of “Victims Group A” received a $5 million reward for whistle-blower evidence on the U.S. 
Department of Energy for exposing related cover-ups. The minimum average whistle-blower reward, to
other parties, has previously averaged $1M per agency. Providing witnesses in this case have saved 
taxpayers over $1T (Trillion).

The attacks on witnesses and applicants used taxpayer financed government resources and cost the 
victims over $5B in damages based on industry comparative metrics and the published financial 
records, of the attackers, showing the attackers profits derived from re-directing victims money to 
themselves and their cronies and exploiting those funds for stock market profits.

Ten Times Bigger Than “Watergate”…
One Hundred Times More Cover-Ups...
One Final Conclusion: Felony Crimes!

The definition of “politics” is:
“The process in which a man fights with another man to see which man, and his friends, will get to put 
your tax money in their pockets.” 

Representation of taxpayers in Washington, DC has become almost entirely about making fake “laws” 
which direct U.S. Treasury cash to one side or another. In the “Cleantech Crash” incident, this process 
stooped to the level of mobster-ism and organized crime.

This is the investigation of the crimes, the suspects and an outreach for the victims.

 

http://www.xyzcase.xyz/%C2%A0


 

The U.S. Dept. of Energy Was Used As A Pre-Designated 
Political Slush Fund To Pay-off Billionaires and Destroy Their 
Competitors
- It was a felony crime.
- Without justice and restitution for the victims, it destroys American voters faith in The System.
- It is still going on.
- Taxpayers have lost trillions of their dollars, and public services, because of this corruption.
- Famous Senators and White House staff, who benefited from the crimes, are operating the cover-up.
- Evidence now proves that the Obama staff ordered DOJ, FBI, SEC, FCC, FTC, OSC and the AG to 
"Take no action on this investigation" in an overt set of orders to illegally operate a cover-up.

Victims Are Seeking Contingency Law Firms To Sue The 
Corrupt Billionaires For Damages
Our investigators will forward notices-of-interest, from qualified law firms to the companies and 
individuals who were attacked, defrauded and interfered with. The Defendants can be any group of on 
the "SUSPECTS" Page on this WIKI. Email your notice of interest to: legal(at)xyzcase.xyz

Include a note about your law firm's capabilities. No Defendant has a counter-suit option. Some victims
have already won legal actions. Extensive and potent evidence and expert testimony exists. Please 
confirm a conflicts-check upon contact.

Defendants are technology companies and billionaires with deep pockets, each of whom is already 
under federal and journalist investigation.

http://www.xyzcase.xyz/%C2%A0
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THE LATEST ON THE TOXIC KILLER LITHIUM 
BATTERIES

 

SEE THE DEADLY CRIMINAL COVER-UP BEHIND THE 
POLITICIANS DIRTY LITTLE BATTERY SECRET:
VISIT: http://lithiumbatterycoverup.com

- Lithium ion batteries poison & kill the workers that make them!

http://xyzcase.xyz/lithium-battery-safety-cover-deadliest-energy/


- Lithium ion batteries have burned numerous people alive in their cars!

- Lithium ion batteries poison and permanently disable factory workers who make them and nearby 
villages by the factories!

- Lithium ion batteries fires cannot be extinguished by fireman!

- Lithium ion batteries materials rely on corrupt mining scams in war torn Afghanistan and corrupt 
Boliva!

- Lithium ion batteries explode if they get bumped!

- Lithium ion batteries explode if they get wet! That's right, putting water on a lithium ion battery fire 
only makes it WORSE!

- Lithium ion batteries explode when they pass through certain energy fields and LENR's!

- Lithium ion batteries explode one after the other and set adjacent batteries off.

- Lithium ion batteries explode EVEN MORE OVER TIME because their chemistry becomes more and
more unstable!

- Lithium ion batteries explode TENS OF THOUSANDS OF TIMES PER YEAR and the incidents are 
hushed up by politicians who own stock in these batteries!

- Lithium ion batteries are the #1 cause of major airlines passengers suddenly "smelling smoke"!

- Lithium ion batteries are the singles largest cause of sudden fires in FEDEX and UPS trucks!

- Lithium ion batteries have set thousands of children and senior citizens on fire!

- Lithium ion batteries have crashed, or almost crashed, a large number of airplanes!

- Tesla's Motors and Steve Chu were fully aware of these facts 18 years ago but they selected speedy 
profits over public safety!

- The toxic fumes from a lithium ion battery that has a thermal venting leak will give you CANCER 
according to Panasonic and 42 government documents!

- The toxic fumes from a lithium ion battery that has a thermal venting leak will ALSO give you 
BRAIN DAMAGE, LUNG DAMAGE, LIVER DAMAGE and MUTATE YOUR UNBORN CHILD 
according to Panasonic and 42 government documents!

- Obama Administration White House staff and Dept. of Energy Staff and California Senators and their 
Silicon Valley campaign financiers own the profits in these batteries and they are who covered these 
facts up!

WHO OPERATED THE ATTACKS AND COVER-UPS?
It is widely documented in the media that the Obama Administration used a “hit-job” team to take-
down and destroy reporters, members of the public, opposition politicians and business competitors via 



character assassinations, blacklists, hacking, interference and other dirty tricks. The hit job team has 
been widely reported to have consisted of: John Podesta, Ben Rhodes, Sidney Blumenthal, David 
Axelrod, Gawker Media, Media Matters, Think Progress, Jared Cohen, In-Q-Tel, Former CIA 
operatives, New America Foundation, Google, Facebook, Twitter, Reddit, David Plouffe, Rahm 
Emanual, Jay Carney, Valarie Jarrett, A.L.I.C.E. and their inside contacts within “Big 6” media 
conglomerates. They would often use server farms hidden in Thailand, The Ukraine, Brazil and other 
foreign regions to rain DDOS attacks on anyone they did not like.

THE DEPT. OF ENERGY WAS USED AS A 
“MONOPOLIZER”:

 

http://xyzcase.xyz/


Gawker Media and Gizmodo Media hid and laundered money to
evade taxes and to hide the fact that they were a political 
character assassination squad for Obama:

 

http://www.xyzcase.xyz/hit-jobs-attacks-public/


OVER 5 MILLION PAGES OF EVIDENCE HAVE BEEN 
PROVIDED TO THE FBI, THE SEC, THE GAO, THE EU, 
CONGRESS AND THE NEWS MEDIA:

 

http://xyzcase.xyz/


THE FACTS ARE THE FACTS:

 

http://xyzcase.xyz/


WHAT KIND OF STOCK SCAM IS TESLA REALLY 
OPERATING? A TWISTED AND CRIMINALLY ILLICIT 
ONE!

 

THIS USAID REPORT WAS A LIE TO SELL A WAR FOR 
LITHIUM AND PITCH SILICON VALLEY ON FUNDING 
OBAMA’S AND CLINTON’S CAMPAIGNS IN EXCHANGE 
FOR ELECTRIC CAR AND SOLAR PANEL MONOPOLIES:
Photos, videos, voice-mails, emails and more prove that this happened. Why would a candidate stoop 
so low? Is it too ironic that one of those "friends" ran the very same USAID that published the "Let's 
Dig Up Afghanistan" USAID mining reports AND promoted the Afghan mining deals AND that they 

http://xyzcase.xyz/


were also connected to a notorious foundation AND a famous Silicon Valley billionaire AND Eric 
Holder's and Steven Chu's law firm: Covington and Burling? The U.S. Congress wants to know!

 

http://www.xyzcase.xyz/%C2%A0


LITHIUM ION KILLS WORKERS & CONSUMERS. When 
this lithium ion battery safety review request petition was placed
on the Obama Administration White House web-site, The 
Obama staff manipulated the visibility and sign-up count, 
according to server stats and third-party auditing, in order to 
hide the issue to protect Obama’s Silicon Valley financiers:

 

http://xyzcase.xyz/


GOOGLE AND THEIR PARTNERS GAWKER MEDIA AND 
GIZMODO MEDIA RUN $20M+ “HIT-JOBS” AND 
CHARACTER ASSASSINATIONS ON PEOPLE WHO TRY 
TO REPORT THESE CRIMES:

 

http://xyzcase.xyz/


INDICTED FOR CORRUPTION AND STOCK MARKET 
RIGGING: STEVE RATTNER, THE WHITE HOUSE “CAR 
CZAR”AND ONE OF THE HEADS OF THE CIA-FACADE: 
NEW AMERICA FOUNDATION (WHICH IS MANAGED BY 
GOOGLE):



 

Steven Rattner was Obama’s “Car Czar” who was in charge of trading taxpayer cash from the U.S. 
Treasury for votes from the Auto Unions. He was indicted for stock market rigging and then became an
executive on Google’s corrupt New America Foundation, the CIA-like lobbying and political 
manipulation operation run by Google and the Silicon Valley Oligarchs.

http://xyzcase.xyz/


OBAMA AND CLINTON MADE EXTENSIVE USE OF 
“HONEY-TRAPS”.
Honey-traps are DNC operatives on Match.com, OKCupid, and other big dating sites that spy on, 
infiltrate, manipulate and create paternity lawsuits, sexual-lawsuits and scandal extortion targeting 
DNC enemies.

Photos, videos, voice-mails, emails and more prove that this happened. Why would a candidate stoop 
so low? Is it too ironic that one of those "friends" ran the very same USAID that published the "Let's 
Dig Up Afghanistan" USAID mining reports AND promoted the Afghan mining deals AND that they 
were also connected to a notorious foundation AND a famous Silicon Valley billionaire AND Eric 
Holder's and Steven Chu's law firm: Covington and Burling? The U.S. Congress wants to know!

 

WHO ARE THE SILICON VALLEY MAFIA? 

 

http://www.slush-fund.com/
http://www.xyzcase.xyz/wp-content/uploads/The-Silicon-Valley-Mafia-Update-4.5.pdf


THE CRIMINALS BEHIND THE STATE AND FEDERAL 
SILICON SCAM
THESE CORRUPT POLITICAL CARTEL MEMBERS HAVE NOW BEEN PROVEN (BY 
EMAILS, TESTIMONY, SURVEILLANCE, LEAKS, FINANCIAL AND FEDERAL FBI 
RECORDS) TO HAVE ENGAGED IN FELONY ATTACKS AND CORRUPTION CRIMES 
AGAINST TAXPAYERS.

THOUSANDS OF WITNESSES HAVE ALREADY FILED WRITTEN REPORTS WITH THE 
FEDERAL SPECIAL PROSECUTORS OFFICE, THE FBI, THE GAO, THE EU, THE FTC, THE 
SEC, THE GRAND JURY OFFICES AND CONGRESSIONAL OFFICES. THE FOLLOWING 
PARTIES DID CRIMES. THEY MANIPULATED TAXPAYER FUNDS TO LINE THEIR OWN 
POCKETS AND COORDINATED COVER-UPS LIKE GREEDY ZEALOTS.

THE ENTITIES BELOW ARE NOW TARGETED FOR 100% LEGAL TERMINATION VIA 
BANKRUPTCY, TRANSPARENCY EXPOSURE, BOYCOTTS, STOCK MARKET PAYOLA 
ASSET CRASHING, DEEP INVESTIGATION, PUBLIC SURVEILLANCE AND LITIGATION. AS 
A PUBLIC CITIZEN, YOU ARE ENCOURAGED TO DO YOUR PART TO BRING THESE 
CORRUPT PUBLIC OFFICIALS AND ENTITIES TO JUSTICE AND TERMINATE THEIR 
RESOURCES.

What you, as a taxpayer, can do to terminate 
these corrupt parties:

• See THIS LINK and pass these tips around: >>> http://www.xyzcase.xyz/wp-

content/uploads/100-LEGAL-METHODS-TO-TAKE-DOWN-CORRUPT-COMPANIES-9.3-
1.pdf 

• See THIS LINK and pass the word in all of your social media. Blog about it as often as you can 

• See THIS LINK for TI and pass it around 

• Do not let your efforts slide. Make a plan to persue justice and bring these corrupt parties to 

task. Check on them every month (put it on your date-book) until they are wiped out, 100% 
legally. Never give up! 

https://www.transparency.org/
http://www.xyzcase.xyz/hunting-down-the-culprits/
http://www.xyzcase.xyz/wp-content/uploads/100-LEGAL-METHODS-TO-TAKE-DOWN-CORRUPT-COMPANIES-9.3-1.pdf
http://www.xyzcase.xyz/wp-content/uploads/100-LEGAL-METHODS-TO-TAKE-DOWN-CORRUPT-COMPANIES-9.3-1.pdf
http://www.xyzcase.xyz/wp-content/uploads/100-LEGAL-METHODS-TO-TAKE-DOWN-CORRUPT-COMPANIES-9.3-1.pdf
http://www.xyzcase.xyz/wp-content/uploads/100-LEGAL-METHODS-TO-TAKE-DOWN-CORRUPT-COMPANIES-9.3-1.pdf
http://www.xyzcase.xyz/wp-content/uploads/cropped-stop-corruption-1024x503-1.jpg


• Confront them with the facts at every public speaking event. 

• See THIS LINK to see how they did it to you, with the web, and how to use their own tactics 

against them : >>>http://www.xyzcase.xyz/wp-content/uploads/OBAMAS-INTERNET-
ATTACK-PROGRAM-AGAINST-CITIZENS.pdf      

• Make a point of getting ten new people to help with the boycotts and complaint filings, every 

day. Make certain that the whole planet knows about their dirty deeds, a few people at a time. 

Update 4.8

These people are connected to a six trillion dollar embezzlement scam which uses state and 
federal funds, via politically created crony insider deals. You have heard of this scam in the news 
reports about the Solyndra FBI raid, the Seth Rich death, the CBS TV 60 Minutes investigative 
videos called “The Cleantech Crash” and “Congress: Trading stock on inside information”, 
Wikileaks, The Snowden Papers, The Sony Hack, the Panama Papers and other major news 
coverage. California, Nevada, New York and Washington Senators traded taxpayer cash for 
power and were supported by Silicon Valley billionaires in one of the largest election-rigging and 
stock market fraud cases in U.S. History. Pelosi, Reed, Feinstein and Jerry Brown were aware of 
these crimes. California’s Kamala Harris was fully informed yet covered them up to protect her 
friend Obama. James Comey was fired over these crimes.

Criminal and/ illicit activities evidence exists in detailed case files on each party below. These file 
sets are now held by hundreds of parties around the globe.

Hacks, leaks, whistle-blower, ex-employee, journalist, law enforcement and case evidence against 
each is substantial and growing daily.

This “Who’s Who” of corporate bad guys caused vast, and numerically quantifiable, damages to 
the Plaintiffs and the U.S. taxpayers. 

NOT A SINGLE ONE OF THE ATTACKERS HAS AVOIDED ONGOING INVESTIGATION 
AND/OR SURVEILLANCE AND/OR TERMINATION AND/OR BANKRUPTCY AND/OR 
LAWSUITS AND/OR FEDERAL COMPLAINTS FILED AGAINST EACH.

MEET THE SILICON VALLEY MAFIA 
AND THEIR GANG:

•  Rahm Emanual – White House strong-arm (Sent packing/fired/forced to resign and his 

Chicago finance head was indicted for Corruption)(he is now under investigation)

•  Robert Gibbs – White House press secretary (Sent packing/fired/forced to resign)(he is now

under investigation)(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…) 

• Abound Solar – Criminally corrupt crony campaign finance front operation. (Terminated) 

http://www.xyzcase.xyz/wp-content/uploads/OBAMAS-INTERNET-ATTACK-PROGRAM-AGAINST-CITIZENS.pdf
http://www.xyzcase.xyz/wp-content/uploads/OBAMAS-INTERNET-ATTACK-PROGRAM-AGAINST-CITIZENS.pdf
http://www.xyzcase.xyz/wp-content/uploads/OBAMAS-INTERNET-ATTACK-PROGRAM-AGAINST-CITIZENS.pdf


• Adrian Covert – Gawker/Gizmodo/CNN character assassin reporter ( Under surveillance and

investigation )

• Allison Spinner – Wife of Steve Spinner and lawyer at WSGR and Solyndra who helped 

Feinstein rig the Solyndra cash ((Under investigation. All assets being tracked and 
terminated.)

• Alphabet – Privacy abuse, spy-on-the-public, Fake News election rigger, Clinton/DNC scheme 

financier (Under Federal and EU investigation)

• Andy Bechtolsheim – VC- Insider campaign backer (He is now under investigation)(accused 

of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…) 

• Arnold Schwarzenegger – Governor (Accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax 

evasion, illicit deal organization with Russians and more…) 

• Barack Obama – Witness to the Quid-pro-quo for campaign financing (Fired)

• Bill Daley – White House strong-arm (Sent packing/fired/forced to resign)(he is now under 

investigation)

• Bill Lockyer – Calif State finance head (Under investigation and charged with corruption 

by media. Assets and ownerships under investigation)

• Brian Goncher – Deloitte VC intermediary (He is now under investigation)(accused of 

political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…) 

• CNN – Fake news and information manipulation service. Elon Musk cover-up operator 

( Under investigation )

• Daniel Cohen – DOE Legal counsel who assisted in the Steven Chu scam (Sent 

packing/fired/forced to resign)

• David Axelrod – White House strategist who helped stage the quid-pro-quo (Sent 

packing/fired/forced to resign)(he is now under investigation)(accused of political bribery 
and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…) 

• David Brock – Character Assassin. Head of Media Matters character assassination 

service. Money launderer. (Under investigation) 

• David Drummond – Lawyer/Lobbyist– Google, bribes expert for DC and EU regions (Under 

investigation. Quail Road, Woodside, CA home bugged)

• David Plouffe – White House money packager. Arranged deals between VC campaign Donors. 

Fined for corruption with Rahm Emmanual (Forced to Resign. Under investigation) 

• Debbie Wasserman Schultz – Ran DNC corruption program (Forced to Resign. Under 

investigation) 



• Dianne Feinstein – Corrupt Senator complicit in the Quid-pro-quo scheme (He is now under 

investigation) Wife of Silicon Valley Cartel Member Richard Blum(accused of political 
bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…) 

• Donna Brazille – Operated camapign rigging and DNC corruption ops (Forced to Resign. 

Under investigation) 

• Draper – Fisher – VC firm (Campaign funder who received massive windfalls from 

Russian mining & tech start-up rigging)

• Elon Musk – CEO – Tesla Motors/SpaceX/SolarCity owner, Google secret partner, Larry 

Page’s boy friend, master of bribery and crony payola (He is now under investigation & in 
multiple lawsuits for fraud)(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and 
more…) ( All of his personal assets, investments and portfolio holdings are under 
investigation and targeted for extinction)

• Eric Holder – Attorney General- DOJ (Forced to resign) (Charged with staff & VC 

Protections and blockade of FBI and Special Prosecutor deployments in order to run the 
cover-up)

• Eric Schmidt – Owner- Google (He is now under investigation)(accused of political bribery 

and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…) 

• Eric Strickland – Head of Auto Safety agency under DOT (Sent packing/fired/forced to 

resign)(he is now under investigation. Charged with cover-up of Tesla and GM auto 
dangers he had known about)

• Facebook – Privacy abuse, spy-on-the-public, Fake News election rigger, Clinton/DNC scheme

financier ( Failing, rapidly decreasing users and increasing fake ad stats disclosures )

• Fisker – Criminally corrupt crony campaign finance front operation. (Terminated)

• Gawker Media – DNC/Clinton/Obama character assassination media tool (In Mid-

Termination)

• Gawker Media & Nick Denton – Character assassination service provider (Sued multiple 

times, under federal investigation for tax evasion)

• Gizmodo – DNC/Clinton/Obama character assassination media tool ( Failing, rapidly 

decreasing users and increasing fake ad stats disclosures )

• Goldman Sachs – Financial packager (Suspected of staging most of the TARP/DOE deals 

for personal gain & insider payouts)

• Google Employees- Washington, DC and Sacramento, CA ( Facing termination )

• Google, Inc. – Data harvesting company(Ran media attacks, stock market pump and dump 

PR hype and character assassinations)(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax 



evasion, and more…) (charged by EU, and most nations, with multiple abuses of the 
public. Has totally lost the trust of the public. Revenue loss increasing geometrically.)

• Harry Reid – Senator- Solar factory guru, Congress lead (Accused of political bribery and 

kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…Forced out of Congress in shame) 

• In-Q-Tel, Inc. – CIA off-shoot associated with Eric Schmidt, Google, Elon Musk and the Cartel

leaders. Ran “hit-jobs” on Silicon Valley VC adversaries and reporters (Sued, under 
investigation, exposed in multiple documentaries, under investigation for Cocaine 
trafficking)

• Ira Ehrenpreis – VC Campaign backer (He is now under investigation)(accused of political 

bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…) ( All of his personal assets, investments 
and portfolio holdings are under investigation and targeted for extinction)

• Ivanpah Solar – Criminally corrupt crony Google campaign finance front operation. (In 

failure mode) 

• James Brown Jr – HHS Programming lead in California (Arrested for corruption)

• James Comey – FBI Head who refused to allow investigation of these crimes (Fired and 

under FBI and Congressional investigation )

• Jay Carney – White House press lead (Forced to resign) 

• John Doerr – Owner – Kleiner Perkins. “Godfather” – Silicon Valley Cartel (He is now under 

investigation)(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…)( All of 
his personal assets, investments and portfolio holdings are under investigation and 
targeted for extinction)

• John Herrman– Gawker/Gizmodo/CNN character assassin reporter ( Under surveillance and 

investigation )

• John Podesta – Ran Dirty Tricks Programs and hit jobs (Hacked and under FBI and 

Congressional investigation

• Jonathan Silver – DOE VC (Sent packing/fired/forced to resign)(he is now under 

investigation. Shamed in media for epic failures)

• Kamala Harris – Famous for getting hit on by Barack Obama. California Attorney 

General who ran West Cost cover-ups on this scam. Covered up the investigation of the 
deaths of Rajeev Motwani, Gary D. Conley and other whistle-blowers. She is financed by 
Silicon Valley oligarchs (Hacked and under FBI and Congressional investigation

• Ken Alex – Jerry Brown’s California Department of Justice boss who ran cover-ups for 

the tax payola kick-backs to Tesla and Solyndra (Hacked and under FBI and 
Congressional investigation



• Kleiner Perkins – Campaign funding VC who (Received massive windfalls from Russian 

mining & tech start-up rigging. Sued. Under investigation. All assets being tracked and 
terminated.)

• Lachlan Seward – Manager to Steven Chu (Sent packing/fired/forced to resign. Sued for 

corruption. publicly shamed by news media and Congress)

• Larry Page – Owner- Google (He is now under investigation)(accused of political bribery 

and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…) 

• Larry Summers – White House finance head (Fired)(he is now under investigation)(accused

of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…) 

• Leland Yee – Senator (Indicted & charged with corruption) 

• Linkedin – Privacy abuse, spy-on-the-public, Fake News election rigger, Clinton/DNC scheme 

financier ( Failing, rapidly decreasing users and increasing fake ad stats disclosures )

• Lloyd Craig Blankfein – Head of Goldman Sachs and liaison in almost every single CleanTech

company scam(He is now under investigation)(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; 
tax evasion, and more…) ( All of his personal assets, investments and portfolio holdings 
are under investigation and targeted for extinction)

• Lois Lerner – IRS head charged with running political hit-jobs (Sent packing/fired/forced to 

resign)(She is now under investigation. Shamed in news media)

• Mark Zuckerberg – Clinton/DNC Scheme financier and lobbyist

• Martin LaGod – VC Campaign backer and lithium mining exploiter and war profiteer (He is 

now under investigation)(assets, investments and stock portfolio tracked and targeted)( All
of his personal assets, investments and portfolio holdings are under investigation and 
targeted for extinction)

• Matt Rogers – Mckinsey corruption operator reporting to Steven Chu (Under investigation. 

All assets being tracked and terminated.)

• Mckinsey Consulting – Government services contractor (Supplied DOE manipulation staff, 

manipulated white-papers to Congress and lobbying manipulation for the scam)

• Nancy Pelosi – This U.S. Senator organized the kickback programs and operated epic 

insider trading scams (Under Congressional closed door investigation)

• New America Foundation – Google/INQTEL’s policy manipulation center (Under 

Congressional closed door investigation)

• Nick Denton – Character assassination service provider (Sued multiple times, under federal 

investigation for tax evasion)



• Perkins Coi – Law firm who sold lobby manipulation services (Under federal investigation)

• Pierre Omidyar – Clinton/DNC Scheme financier and lobbyist. Ebay/Paypal Boss

• Rahm Emanual – White House strong-arm who set-up the scam (Sent packing/fired/forced to

resign and his Chicago finance head was indicted for Corruption)(he is now under 
investigation)

• Raj Gupta – McKinsey Fixer (Indicted, Jailed)(he is now under investigation)

• Ray Lane – VC (Charged with Federal Tax Fraud)(he is now under investigation)(accused 

of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…) 

• Richard Blum – Senator Feinsteins Husband (He is now under investigation. Has had 

contracts interdicted by Congressional action)(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; 
tax evasion, and more…) 

• Robert Gibbs – White House press secretary who set-up the scam (Sent packing/fired/forced 

to resign)(he is now under investigation)(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax 
evasion, and more…) 

• Rosa Brooks – New America Foundation (Disclosed working on plans for a coup Against 

Trump Administration)

• Senator Calderone – Senator (Indicted & charged with corruption)

• Snapchat – Privacy abuse, spy-on-the-public, Fake News election rigger, Clinton/DNC scheme 

financier ( Failing, rapidly decreasing users and increasing fake ad stats disclosures )

• SolarCity – Criminally corrupt crony Google/Musk campaign finance front operation. 

(Terminated – Forced into absorption by Musk) 

• Solyndra – Criminally corrupt crony campaign finance front operation. FBI Raided. 

(Terminated) 

• Sony Pictures – Funded corrupt political actions, ran covert illegal Fake News operations, 

stole assets from competitors, ran defamation campaigns (Under IRS and FTC 
investigation, hacked by foreign hackers, boycotted, executives fired, hookers and tax 
fraud uncovered )

• Steve Jurvetson – VC who manipulated Senate staff for Tesla cash (Under investigation. All 

assets being tracked and terminated.)

• Steve Rattner– White House Car Deals Director working in the West Wing and then with In-Q-

Tel (Fired- Indicted in NY State for SEC Fraud/Corruption)(he is now under 
investigation)



• Steve Spinner – Mckinsey corruption operator reporting to Steven Chu with secret connection 

inside Solyndra (Under investigation. All assets being tracked and terminated.)

• Steve Westly – Campaign Bundler (He is now under investigation)(accused of political 

bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…)( All of his personal assets, investments 
and portfolio holdings are under investigation and targeted for extinction)

• Steven Chu – Secretary of Energy (Sent packing/fired/forced to resign. Sued for corruption.

publicly shamed by news media and Congress. Under ongoing investigation)

• Tesla Motors – Criminally corrupt crony Google/Musk Obama-protected campaign 

finance front operation. (In failure mode) 

• The Staff of Univision including Gawker, Jalopnik, Jezebel, Gizmodo all of whom were 

disclosed as hired character assassins who took compensation for ending the lives of others
via malicious libel, slander and defamation on a daily basis for half a decade in front of 7.5
billion readers through its employees Adrian Covert, and John Herman, A.J. Delaurio, as 
well as through its pseudonymous authors, including: Adam Dachis, Adam Weinstein, 
Adrian Covert, Adrien Chen, Alan Henry, Albert Burneko, Alex Balk, Alexander Pareene, 
Alexandra Philippides, Allison Wentz, Andrew Collins, Andrew Magary, Andrew Orin, 
Angelica Alzona, Anna Merlan, Ariana Cohen, Ashley Feinberg, Ava Gyurina, Barry 
Petchesky, Brendan I. Koerner, Brendan O’Connor, Brent Rose, Brian Hickey, Camila 
Cabrer, Choire Sicha, Chris Mohney, Clover Hope, Daniel Morgan, David Matthews, 
Diana Moskovitz, Eleanor Shechet, Elizabeth Spiers, Elizabeth Starkey, Emily Gould, 
Emily Herzig, Emma Carmichael, Erin Ryan, Ethan Sommer, Eyal Ebel, Gabrielle 
Bluestone, Gabrielle Darbyshire, Georgina K. Faircloth, Gregory Howard, Hamilton 
Nolan, Hannah Keyser, Hudson Hongo. Heather Deitrich, Hugo Schwyzer, Hunter Slaton, 
Ian Fette, Irin Carmon, James J. Cooke, James King, Jennifer Ouellette, Jesse Oxfeld, 
Jessica Cohen, Jesus Diaz, Jillian Schulz, Joanna Rothkopf, John Cook, John Herrman, 
Jordan Sargent, Joseph Keenan Trotter, Josh Stein, Julia Allison, Julianne E. Shepherd, 
Justin Hyde, Kate Dries, Katharine Trendacosta, Katherine Drummond, Kelly Stout, 
Kerrie Uthoff, Kevin Draper, Lacey Donohue, Lucy Haller, Luke Malone, Madeleine 
Davies, Madeline Davis, Mario Aguilar, Matt Hardigree, Matt Novak, Michael Ballaban, 
Michael Dobbs, Michael Spinelli, Neal Ungerleider, Nicholas Aster, Nicholas Denton, 
Omar Kardoudi, Pierre Omidyar, Owen Thomas, Patrick George, Patrick Laffoon, 
Patrick Redford, Rich Juzwiak, Richard Blakely, Richard Rushfield, Robert Finger, 
Robert Sorokanich, Rory Waltzer, Rosa Golijan, Ryan Brown, Ryan Goldberg, Sam 
Faulkner Bidle, Sam Woolley, Samar Kalaf, Sarah Ramey, Shannon Marie Donnelly, Shep
McAllister, Sophie Kleeman, Stephen Totilo, Tamar Winberg, Taryn Schweitzer, Taylor 
McKnight, Thorin Klosowski, Tim Marchman, Timothy Burke, Tobey Grumet Segal, Tom
Ley, Tom Scocca, Veronica de Souza, Wes Siler, William Haisley, William Turton and 
others writing under pseudonyms; through false accusations of vile and disgusting acts, 
including fraud and false invention. (Partially bankrupted, sued by multiple parties, 



placed on White House “manipulated attack media” dockets, all employees on this list 
under lifetime pre-paid surveillance, further lawsuits against staff and investors in 
development, IRS tax fraud investigation requested, FEC campaign finance fraud 
investigation requested, Feature film about their dirty tricks campaign in development…)

• Tim Draper – VC Campaign backer (He is now under investigation)(accused of political 

bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…)( All of his personal assets, investments 
and portfolio holdings are under investigation and targeted for extinction) 

• Tom Perkins – VC Campaign backer (He is now under investigation, slammed by public 

and media)(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…) 

• Twitter – Privacy abuse, spy-on-the-public, Fake News election rigger, Clinton/DNC scheme 

financier ( Failing, rapidly decreasing users and increasing fake ad stats disclosures )

• Univision/Unimoda – Privacy abuse, spy-on-the-public, Fake News election rigger, 

Clinton/DNC scheme financier ( Failing, rapidly decreasing users and increasing fake ad 
stats disclosures )

• Valarie Jarrett – Witness and cover up operating from pre-White House to Exit White House 

Period ( Fired )

• Vinod Khosla – VC Campaign backer (He is now under investigation and in multiple 

lawsuits)(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…Exposed in 
60 Minutes and CNN news coverage) 

• Wilson Sonsini Goodrich and Rosatti – The Silicon Valley “law-firm of Crooks and 

Technology Criminals” (Under investigation) 

• Yahoo – Privacy abuse, spy-on-the-public, Fake News election rigger, Clinton/DNC scheme

financier (In Mid-Termination)

• Other Potential Defendants exist including State And Federal Agencies and their executives. 

The assets, bank accounts and high recovery values of the above targets are known and 
documented, though. The evidence and subpoena-capable reinforcement of that evidence is 
substantial in the above list.

• These parties have been forensically tracked to illicit campaign financing, hacking, bribes,

political payola, stock-market rigging, slush-funds, false-front shell corporations and 
family trusts, abuse of corporate funds, advertising metrics frauds, RICO statute violation
organized crime, employee abuse, electronic communications intended to evade law 
enforcement and other charges. In Palantir, XKeyScore and law enforcement databases 
they are all cross-linked. Terminations and interdictions for each party and their illicit 
actions have been continuing successfully. The termination of this network of parties will, 
effectively, terminate The Cartel in question. Each and every legal take-down has now 
passed the 50% vector and is proceeding to completion.



YOU can end corruption from the comfort of your living room…
CALL YOUR STOCK BROKER, TODAY, AND TELL THEM TO PULL YOUR STOCKS OUT OF 
ANY SILICON VALLEY COMPANIES YOU ARE INVESTED IN. YOU MUST BOYCOTT THE 
ADVERTISERS OF GOOGLE, FACEBOOK, TWITTER, ETC. AND CUT OFF EVERY SOURCE 
OF THEIR CORRUPT INCOME!

THE PUBLIC HAS ALREADY BEEN VERY SUCCESSFUL IN ELIMINATING THE COMPANIES 
THAT CHOSE TO USE DEMOCRACY AS A PLAYTHING INSTEAD OF SELLING PRODUCTS! 
KEEP THE EFFORT GOING. NEVER GIVE IN TO CORRUPTION AND THE ABUSE OF YOUR 
HARD EARNED TAX DOLLAR!

THE OBAMA ADMINISTRATION CRONY CORRUPTION 
CASE:
This is a collaborative law enforcement and Congressional ethics cloud-based 24-7 reporting site for 
maintaining updates for the FBI, OSC, FTC, OGE, SEC, EU, INTERPOL, U.S. CONGRESS, 
Journalists, GAO, forensic investigators, lawyers, class-action committees, plaintiffs groups and related
parties involved in prosecuting the crimes in this case. The information is provided by law enforcement
officers, witnesses, news clipping services, citizen sleuths, voters, journalists and investigators

The "Cleantech-Crash Crimes" case is also known as "The XYZ Case"; "The Crony Corruption Case", 
"The Silicon Mafia Case", "The Silicon Valley Cartel Case", "The Solyndra Case" and other similar 
names. 

Hard-Drives and/or thumb-drives and/or DVD file sets and/or web repository file sets of all of this and 
other evidence are available upon request and have already been provided to all known law 
enforcement entities.
=====================================

“The brutal attack on our lives, income, families, health and brands is not something that we can ever 
forgive.

You used Democracy as your plaything and turned the U.S. Government into a frat house operated by 
sociopath Silicon Valley billionaires. You took decades of our lives away because you were self-
absorbed technology oligarchs who used bought-and-paid-for politicians to manipulate our government
and you manipulated our tax dollars against us.

The victims of your crimes have joined with every transparency organization, every journalist, every 
public interest law firm, all of the internet, every voter and many new technology solutions to eradicate 
you without breaking a single law.



Every single one of you has been identified and is now being prosecuted with the full authority of the 
law and public transparency. You will never be able to do this to anybody again without suffering 
dramatically accelerated, 100% legal, consequences.”

Our message to the corrupt:
The price of attacking us is, at the least, the loss of billions of dollars of your revenue and brand value, 
and at the best, the bankruptcy of your entire business, the firing of your executives and the reduction 
of your corporate and individual stock value to as close to zero as possible. We have hundreds of 
millions of voters and some very amazing investigators who have accomplished these goals each and 
every single time. Don’t break the law! We will find you, investigate you with FBI-Level resources, 
and prosecute you to the fullest extent that the law and creativity can conceivably allow! We never give
up and we always get our man!



LAW ENFORCEMENT CRIME REPORTS ABOUT THIS CASE HAVE BEEN 
FILED WITH THE FOLLOWING FOR A NUMBER OF YEARS. IN MOST 
CASES THESE PEOPLE NOT ONLY DID NOTHING ABOUT THIS BUT THEY 
RAN COVER-UP OPERATIONS:

Hard-Drives and/or thumbdrives and/or DVD file sets and/or web repository file sets have been 
provided to the following along with requests for justice, via either certified, time-stamped or delivery 
documented means.

Witnesses have filed the following time-stamped crime reports and witness interviews in this 
matter with the following parties. This is not an all-inclusive list.

Media, public and intra-agency personnel should contact each party for status updates.

Most would agree, Witnesses, plaintiffs and victims have attempted to seek justice through “all 
proper channels”:

Office Of The Special Counsel – www.osc.gov
– Case opened and case numbers assigned

Mr. James Comey – Director – FBI
– Cases under way. No comment available on active cases.

Ms. Patricia Rich – San Francisco FBI
– Cases under way. No comment available on active cases.

Mr. David J. (DJ) Johnson – Chief – San Francisco FBI
– Cases under way. No comment available on active cases.

Duty Officer – San Francisco FBI
– Cases under way. No comment available on active cases.

Mr. Eric Holder – Attorney General – United States Of America
– Suddenly resigned or fired

Senator Barbara Boxer
– Refused to respond

Senator Mark Leno
– Refused to respond



Senator Jared Huffman
– Refused to respond

Representative David Chiu
– Refused to respond

Senate Department of The Environment (Over-Seeing Agency for U.S. Dept. of Energy)
– Senate agency office and Senator Bingaman sent copy of complaint to Steven Chu for his response. 
Chu ignored.

Mr. Chester L. Jordan, Esq. – Department of the Army Patent Counsel, Regulatory Law and 
Intellectual Property Division, U.S. Army Legal Services Agency
– Forwarded charges to superiors at Pentagon. Investigation under way. Multiple top level Pentagon 
executives, related to Afghan corruption, have now been fired. More are under investigation by 
Inspector Generals

Ms. Kristin Kohler – U.S. Army Legal Services Agency, JALS – RL/IP
– Forwarded charges to superiors at Pentagon

Mr. John Forrest, Esq. – Department of the Navy Patent Counsel
– Investigation begun

Mr. Barry A. Edelberg – Investigator, Office Of Naval Research
– Investigation begun

Ms. Kamala Harris – California Attorney General
– Refused to respond

Mr. Ken Alex – California Department of Justice
– Met witnesses for lunch, then refused to respond

Mr. Bill Lockyer – California Controller and California Attorney General
– Arranged tax give-aways to Tesla, Google and Solyndra, engaged in sex scandal, refused to supply 
same benefits to witnesses, forced out of politics

Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger
– Sent letter stating he was already invested out. Later found to have invested in witness competitors

Senator Darryl Issa
– Launched investigations and condemned suspects actions in public

Senator Chuck Grassley
– Launched investigations and condemned suspects actions in public

Senate Ethics Committee
– Launched investigations and condemned suspects actions in public

Rahm Emanual – White House Chief Of Staff
– Reported incident to Emanual senior staff. Emanual then quit White House



San Francisco Police Department – Northern Station, Case # Documented
– Opened active case files with active case numbers

Governor Jerry Brown
– Refused to respond

Securities and Exchange Commission
– Opened case. Investigation under-way. Received Do-not-investigate requests from West Wing

California Public Utilities Commission
– No response

Ms. Carol Battershel – U.S. Department Of Energy
– Quit

U.S. Government Accountability Office
– Interviewed witnesses and wrote multiple damning reports against suspects

Central Intelligence Agency
– No response from primary offices. Witnesses sued associated entity IN-Q-TEL for attacks on 
witnesses. Some agency staff provided assistance to Congressional investigators

Mr. Robert Gibbs – White House Press Secretary
– Witnesses provided Mr. Gibbs, and his full staff, with a complete written report of charges and asking
for help. Mr. Gibbs suddenly resigned upon receipt of the report

Mr. Erick Strickland – Director, National Highway Safety and Transportation Agency
– Witnesses provided Mr. Strickland, and his full staff, with a complete written report of charges and 
asking for help. Mr. Strickland suddenly resigned within 48 hours upon receipt of the report

Mr. Steven Chu – Secretary of Energy, U.S. Department of Energy
– Steven Chu resigned in shame after receiving witness demands for corruption investigation and was 
sued for corruption

Mr. Ernest Moniz – Secretary of Energy, U.S. Department of Energy
– Refused to respond

Mr. Lachlan Seward – Loan Director, U.S. Department of Energy
– Lachlan Seward resigned in shame after receiving witness demands for corruption investigation and 
was sued for corruption

Mr. Daniel Cohen – Attorney, U.S. Department of Energy
– Daniel Cohen resigned in shame after receiving witness demands for corruption investigation

Senator Nancy Pelosi
– Refused to respond

contact@crimesolutions.gov
– No response

mailto:contact@crimesolutions.gov


oig.hotline@usdoj.gov
– No response

inspector.general@usdoj.gov
– No response

ACLU
– Conducting investigation

antitrust@ftc.gov
– No response

EERE-ExchangeSupport@Hq.Doe.Gov
– No response

enquiries@crim.cam.ac.uk
– Will look into the matter

fraudhotline@cpuc.ca.gov
– Will forward to superiors

getinfo@ican-foundation.org
– Taking a look

info@jijs.org
– It is outside of their authorization

info@publicjustice.org
– Will look into

ITVERP@usdoj.gov
– Cases are in development

info@yhtp.org
– Reviewing

ncvli@lclark.edu
– Feds need to arrest them first

Ms. Marie A. O'Rourke - Victims' Rights Ombudsman, United States Department of Justice
- Not able to assist yet but accepted charges on federal employee

The Victim Compensation and Government Claims Board
- “We can't help”. Told victims they need to find at least $3 million to pay to sue the State of California
whistleblower@cftc.gov
- Opened case

mailto:whistleblower@cftc.gov
mailto:ncvli@lclark.edu
mailto:info@yhtp.org
mailto:ITVERP@usdoj.gov
mailto:info@publicjustice.org
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mailto:antitrust@ftc.gov
mailto:inspector.general@usdoj.gov
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GOOGLE HAS ABUSED THE PUBLIC, THE LAW AND EVERY DIGITAL 
MORALITY STANDARD. 

Google was one of the primary beneficiaries, organizers, staff providers, White House lobbyists 
and stock market manipulators in this crime!

Google/Alphabet/JigSaw/In-Q-Tel/New America Foundation/YouTube/Gmail, etc...and all of the many 
other facades of Google, exist for the primary purpose of manipulating the public for political, 
ideological and profiteering purposes using psychological warfare technologies.

Google operates hit-jobs, character assassinations, brand defamation programs, stock market pump--
and-dump hype and other fake news syncronized information manipulation on behalf of the whims of 
Larry Page, Eric Schmidt, David Drummond, John Doerr, Jared Cohen, John Podesta and George 
Soros. 

Google gets Gawker, Gizmodo, Univision, Huffpo, Jalopnik and similar tabloids to post attack article 
hatchet jobs and then Google locks them on the internet, on the front pages of the web, forever.

 

(AD) Help Victims of Google’s Attacks Sue Google. Seeking Litigation Investors 
and Contingency Law Firms

One of the victims letters to Google speaks for itself:

"Eric Schmidt
Kent Walker
Google, Inc.
Google, Inc./Alphabet, Inc.
1600 Amphitheatre Parkway
Mountain View, CA 94043
Phone: +1 650-253-0000
Via Email To Google & WSGR staff & hard copy letters

Dear Eric and Kent:

As you are aware, new staff at the U.S. Departments of Energy and Justice, new Wikileaks documents, 
recent news reports and our on-going investigations have now provided irrefutable proof that Google, 



it’s executives and investors engaged in a large number of anti-trust-violating attacks on our company 
for competitive, political and generally malicious reasons. Our 1000+ server node test system has 
proven that Google rigged the internet to damage and manipulate news information for Google’s and 
Tesla’s interests and against our interests in vastly damaging manners. Because Google has set the 
digital attacks, redirects, DNS leans and other internet artifices, damaging us, in a permanent state 
across the internet, the time bar/statute of limitations resets itself every morning.

Google’s participation in the data and brand defamation attacks against us are widely covered in other 
lawsuits and federal reports. Google’s manipulation of election information is now covered in over ten 
thousand reports. The authors of many of those reports are prepared to participate as expert witnesses at
our trial. Our previous legal, law enforcement and IC actions have set a large number of legal 
precedents and terminated over 190 of the top, and most corrupt executives in Silicon Valley and 
Washington, DC. We believe we have the full cooperation of the FCC, FTC and FBI in this matter. We 
intend to source venture financing, including Russian development funds, and sue Google for our 
damages unless Google wishes to settle this matter in advance of filing..."

A number of Plaintiffs have similar evidence and hard facts that prove beyond a shadow of a doubt, 
Google's complicity.

You can invest in the litigation, as some invested in the case against Google's attack partner; the 
unscrupulous attack tabloid: Gawker Media, and you can win big cash awards. 

You can sponsor a law firm for the victims and win big cash awards. 

Email: grow@incubation.space if you are a qualified and interested sponsor.

The legal filing costs and expenses are $500,000.00

The jury awards demanded, and proven by court precedents, are in excess of one billion dollars. 
Google spends $100M per day just on payroll so $1B is just a drop in the bucket for them. Your Return 
On Investment (ROI) could be spectacular.

Sponsor this exciting opportunity to make history. Invest cash or professional law firm time. NDA 
execution and conflict/mole checks to be executed.



 

Paul Sperry For THE NEW YORK POST

How Team Obama H  acked The Elections
By Paul Sperry

New revelations have surfaced that the Obama administration abused intelligence during the election 
by launching a massive domestic-spy campaign that included snooping on Trump officials.

The irony is mind-boggling: Targeting political opposition is long a technique of police states like 
Russia, which Team Obama has loudly condemned for allegedly using its own intelligence agencies to 
hack into our election.

http://nypost.com/author/paul-sperry/
http://nypost.com/2017/05/26/how-team-obama-tried-to-hack-the-election/
http://nypost.com/author/paul-sperry/


The revelations, as well as testimony this week from former Obama intel officials, show the extent to 
which the Obama administration politicized and weaponized intelligence against Americans.

Thanks to Circa News, we now know the National Security Agency under President Barack Obama 
routinely violated privacy protections while snooping through foreign intercepts involving US citizens 
— and failed to disclose the breaches, prompting the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court a month 
before the election to rebuke administration officials.

The story concerns what’s known as “upstream” data collection under Section 702 of the Foreign 
Intelligence Surveillance Act, under which the NSA looks at the content of electronic communication. 
Upstream refers to intel scooped up about third parties: Person A sends Person B an e-mail mentioning 
Person C. Though Person C isn’t a party to the e-mail, his information will be scooped up and 
potentially used by the NSA.

Further, the number of NSA data searches about Americans mushroomed after Obama loosened rules 
for protecting such identities from government officials and thus the reporters they talk to.

The FISA court called it a “very serious Fourth Amendment issue” that NSA analysts — in violation of 
a 2011 rule change prohibiting officials from searching Americans’ information without a warrant — 
“had been conducting such queries in violation of that prohibition, with much greater frequency than 
had been previously disclosed to the Court.”

A number of those searches were made from the White House, and included private citizens working 
for the Trump campaign, some of whose identities were leaked to the media. The revelations earned a 
stern rebuke from the ACLU and from civil-liberties champion Sen. Rand Paul.

We also learned this week that Obama intelligence officials really had no good reason attaching a 
summary of a dossier on Trump to a highly classified Russia briefing they gave to Obama just weeks 
before Trump took office.

Under congressional questioning Tuesday, Obama’s CIA chief John Brennan said the dossier did not 
“in any way” factor into the agency’s assessment that Russia interfered in the election. Why not? 
Because as Obama intel czar James Clapper earlier testified, “We could not corroborate the sourcing.”

But that didn’t stop Brennan in January from attaching its contents to the official report for the 
president. He also included the unverified allegations in the briefing he gave Hill Democrats.

In so doing, Brennan virtually guaranteed that it would be leaked, which it promptly was.

In short, Brennan politicized raw intelligence. In fact, he politicized the entire CIA.

Langley vets say Brennan was the most politicized director in the agency’s history. Former CIA field-
operations officer Gene Coyle said Brennan was “known as the greatest sycophant in the history of the 
CIA, and a supporter of Hillary Clinton before the election. I find it hard to put any real credence in 
anything that the man says.”

Coyle noted that Brennan broke with his predecessors who stayed out of elections. Several weeks 
before the vote, he made it very clear he was pulling for Hillary. His deputy Mike Morell even came 

http://nypost.com/2017/05/23/ex-cia-chief-warned-of-russian-contact-with-trump-campaign-officials/
http://circa.com/politics/barack-obamas-team-secretly-disclosed-years-of-illegal-nsa-searches-spying-on-americans


out and publicly endorsed her in The New York Times, claiming Trump was an “unwitting agent” of 
Moscow.

Brennan isn’t just a Democrat. He’s a radical leftist who in 1980 — during the height of the Cold War 
— voted for a Communist Party candidate for president.

When Brennan rants about the dangers of strongman Vladimir Putin targeting our elections and 
subverting our democratic process, does he not catch at least a glimpse of his own reflection?

What he and the rest of the Obama gang did has inflicted more damage on the integrity of our electoral 
process than anything the Russians have done. Paul Sperry is the author of “Infiltration: How Muslim 
Spies and Subversives Have Penetrated Washington.”

Deeper than simply “rogue CIA/NSA agency” abuse, the Obama Administration abused 
something far worse: The free will of the public.

You can find a huge number of YouTube movies and white papers, online, about an advertising trick 
called “Subliminal Messaging”. The bottom line of all of the existing research is that the human mind 
can easily be tricked into thinking it is doing something out of free will, when, in fact, a political or 
advertising campaign is tricking your subconscious mind. No matter how smart, or savvy, you think 
you are, your mind can be tricked into hate, rage, murder or voting intentions by psychological media 
tricks.

The CIA are experts at using this technique to overthrow governments.

Obama used his financiers Google, Twitter and Facebook to trick the American public into voting for 
him. His team then tried to use the same media manipulation tricks to put Hillary Clinton in office.

Google, Twitter and Facebook used CIA technology to do these things. CIA and IN-Q-TEL officers 
work at, manage and fund, Google, Twitter and Facebook.

Google supplied the majority of the staff for the Obama Administration. Numerous investigative 
reports detail how Obama was “Google’s Bitch”. The connections are, by now, obvious. Google, 
Twitter and Facebook used over $22 billion dollars of psychological warfare tricks and ultra-advanced 
subliminal messaging to put Obama in office and try to keep him there. Google’s Eric Schmidt is a spy 
more than anything else.

That is an FEC campaign financing felony law violation of over twenty one billion dollars. In other 
words, the Obama people never reported the twenty two billion dollars of services that they had 
Google, Twitter and Facebook expend on rigging DNC campaign interests. That is the largest FEC 
campaign law violation in history! They broke the law and NOBODY is holding them accountable!

Donald Trump’s “Trump Tower” was bugged to listen to meetings with, not only, Russian diplomats, 
but also oil industry execs and Peter Thiel’s biggest secrets. Who had the capability to pull that off? 
That answer is obvious.

We now have absolute, indisputable proof that Google rigged the U.S. elections but the Special 
Counsel and the top agencies refuse to allow it to be exposed in public investigations. All of the 

https://www.amazon.com/Infiltration-Muslim-Subversives-Penetrated-Washington/dp/1595552480?tag=nypost-20
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evidence has now been released to all of the transparency organizations and independent media and the 
public can read it and decide for themselves.

How does Google rig elections? This report describes 1% of the ways (Yes!, This only covers 1% of 
Google’s vast mental manipulation tricks) that Google’s sociopath bosses use to manipulate the public:

Research Proves Google 
Manipulates …
… Sputnik News reported that Google was … whether or not Google’s executives are taking an active
interest in elections; all by itself, Google’s search …

https://sputniknews.com/us/201609121045214398-google

How Google Could Rig the 2016 Election
How Google Could Rig the 2016 Election. … it’s possible that Google decided the winner of the 
Indian election. Google’s own daily data on … Sputnik …

 https://theinternationalreporter.org/2015/08/21/how-google-could-rig-the-2016-…

How Google Could Rig the 2016 Election – POLITICO 
Magazine
Google can drive millions of votes to a … There are three credible scenarios under which Google 
could easily be flipping elections worldwide as you …

 politico.com/magazine/story/2015/08/how-google-could-r…

Google Rigs Elections – Bing News
… the power of Google’s algorithm to manipulate public opinion is so strong that it can influence up to
10 million undecided voters, …

 https://ssl.bing.com/news/search?q=Google+Rigs+Elections&FORM=…

How Google Could Rig The 2016 Election | Zero Hedge
How Google Could Rig The 2016 Election. … it’s possible that Google decided the winner of the 
Indian election. Google’s own daily data on election …

 zerohedge.com/news/2015-08-20/how-google-could-rig-2016…

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2015-08-20/how-google-could-rig-2016-election
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2015-08-20/how-google-could-rig-2016-election
https://ssl.bing.com/news/search?q=Google+Rigs+Elections&FORM=NWBCLM
https://ssl.bing.com/news/search?q=Google+Rigs+Elections&FORM=NWBCLM
http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2015/08/how-google-could-rig-the-2016-election-121548
http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2015/08/how-google-could-rig-the-2016-election-121548
http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2015/08/how-google-could-rig-the-2016-election-121548
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https://theinternationalreporter.org/2015/08/21/how-google-could-rig-the-2016-election/
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Abel Danger: Google and Facebook Under Investigation for …
Google and Facebook Under Investigation for Manipulating Elections for Obama and Hillary … 
CENTCOM Lies & Google Rigs Elections . … Sputnik; Technocratic Tyranny …

 abeldanger.net/2017/03/google-and-facebook-under-investi…

SPUTNIKEXCLUSIVE:Research ProvesGoogleManipulates …
for terms that could have hurt Hillary Clinton in the primary elections over the … SPUTNIK 
EXCLUSIVE: Research Proves Google … https: …

By acc

James Risen and Laura Poitras, two journalists who have experienced first-hand the consequences of 
pissing off the federal government in the course of performing uncompromising investigative 
journalism, have a story in today’s New York Times revealing a new layer of the NSA’s domestic 
surveillance activities. Edward Snowden’s leaked documents are the source of the report, which shows 
that since November 2010, NSA has been mining its vast data collections to “create sophisticated 
graphs of some Americans’ social connections that can identify their associates, their locations at 
certain times, their traveling companions and other personal information.”

The policy shift was intended to help the agency “discover and track” connections between intelligence
targets overseas and people in the United States, according to an N.S.A. memorandum from January 
2011. The agency was authorized to conduct “large-scale graph analysis on very large sets of 
communications metadata without having to check foreignness” of every e-mail address, phone number
or other identifier, the document said. Because of concerns about infringing on the privacy of American
citizens, the computer analysis of such data had previously been permitted only for foreigners.

The agency can augment the communications data with material from public, commercial and other 
sources, including bank codes, insurance information, Facebook profiles, passenger manifests, voter 
registration rolls and GPS location information, as well as property records and unspecified tax data, 
according to the documents. They do not indicate any restrictions on the use of such “enrichment” data,
and several former senior Obama administration officials said the agency drew on it for both Americans
and foreigners. Obama is now thought to have used the data to attack and manipulate U.S. voters in 
order to rig the elections.

N.S.A. officials declined to say how many Americans have been caught up in the effort, including 
people involved in no wrongdoing. The documents do not describe what has resulted from the scrutiny, 
which links phone numbers and e-mails in a “contact chain” tied directly or indirectly to a person or 
organization overseas that is of foreign intelligence interest.

Home 
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• SILICON VALLEY’S LITHIUM MINING CORRUPTION PAYOLA

 

SILICON VALLEY’S LITHIUM MINING CORRUPTION 
PAYOLA

The Obama and Clinton Administration promised their financiers: Elon Musk, John Doerr, 
Larry, Page, Eric Schmidt, Vinod Khosla, Martin LaGod, Steve Westly, Steve Spinner, Steven 
Chu, Nancy Pelosi, Dianne Feinstein and their “Silicon Valley Cartel”; a monopolistic exclusive 
on the exploitation of Afghan war profiteering mines for lithium ion batteries, indium mines for 
Solyndra solar panels and other “rare earth” mines. Those administrations promised to “take 
out”, or delay, all technologies or competitors that threatened the lithium ion monopoly promised
to Silicon Valley. That was a felony crony payola crime!

 

http://www.xyzcase.xyz/silicon-valleys-lithium-mining-corruption-payola/
http://www.xyzcase.xyz/afghanistan-pentagon-map1-silicon-valley-lithium-3/


SILICON VALLEY ELECTION RIGGING

IN THE MID 2000’S, TRILLIONS OF DOLLARS OF FOREIGN MINING 
SCHEMES FOR LITHIUM, INDIUM, COBALT, URANIUM, COPPER, ETC. 
WERE BEING TRADED FOR POLITICAL CAMPAIGN FINANCING AND 
SILICON VALLEY INTERNET “SOCIAL MEDIA ENGINEERING” WHICH 
WAS USED TO RIG PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS.

DOE, CIA, USAID, DOT, EPA AND OTHER AGENCIES WERE INFECTED WITH CORRUPTION 
TO ATTEMPT THIS SCHEME. THE SCHEME WAS BACKED BY SILICON VALLEY 
"CLEANTECH" BILLIONAIRES IN EXCHANGE FOR MONOPOLIES AND PROFITS. THOSE 
WHO REPORTED THE SCHEME WERE ATTACKED AND ALSO DEFAMED WITH MEDIA HIT-
JOBS. THESE ARE REPORTS FROM INVESTIGATORS, CONGRESS AND LAW 
ENFORCEMENT ON THOSE USES OF ELECTRONIC AUTOMATED ELECTION 
MANIPULATION TRADED FOR CRONY GOVERNMENT PAYOLA DEALS: 

WHO PAYS FOR AND COORDINATES THE SILICON ELECTION RIGGING:

Eric Schmidt
Jared Cohen
Larry Page
Mark Zuckerberg
John Doerr
Ray Lane
Tom Perkins
Elon Musk
John Podesta
Vinod Khosla
Steve Spinner
Steve Westly
Sid Blumenthal
George Soros
Cheryl Sandberg
David Plouffe
and their associates



WHAT ARE THE TACTICS AND TECHNOLOGIES THAT GOOGLE, 
FACEBOOK, TWITTER AND THEIR LOBBYISTS USE TO RIG ELECTIONS?:

- Hired Troll bloggers, in many countries, with huge clone farms of tablets they use to pretend to be 
different users online.
- Use of your SS# to contain a single massive psychological data file and psych analysis of you based 
on anything you touch online, in order to calculate the best way to manipulate you for votes.
- Automated Troll server farms that generate human-narrative texts based on programmed hate for Alt-
Right phrases. Many of these server farms are in Palo Alto, Denver, Seattle, Dallas, New Jersey, The 
Ukraine, Cayman Islands and Singapore.
- Chinese High Volume Fake Account suppliers who push millions of fake users to Twitter, Facebook, 
etc. to create false impressions of political trends and ad views that reflect nothing accurate.
- Synchronized Character Assassinations in Gizmodo, TechDirt, etc, tabloids
- Massive Fake User replication servers used to trick advertisers and pollsters.
- Bot Farms of Hundreds of Thousands of Servers
- Gawker Media Fake News organizations using covert Google docs folders to synchronize media 
attacks.
- Hired Fake Comment Producers
- Automated Fake Comment Producers
- DNS Faker Routers
- IMEI Re-Write High Density Chip Boards
- Sting-Ray Interception and Analysis
- Google's Control of Most Web Data for Covert "Mood Manipulation"

- While Google and Facebook rig their algorithms and search filters to manipulate results and censor 
news, they have also purchased, or contracted, the following products which they use for political 
manipulation:
- Dataminr directly licenses a stream of data from Twitter to spot trends and detect emerging threats to 
a Candidate who has promised payola to the Silicon Valley billionaires
- Geofeedia collects geotagged social media messages to monitor activists locations in real time.
- PATHAR mines social media to determine networks of association and track Alt-Right people to their 
friends
- TransVoyant analyzes data points to deliver insights and predictions about global events and apply 
them to your political intentions.
- Aquifi, 3D vision software solutions makes a real-time graph of how the public’s mood is
- Beartooth, Decentralized mobile network allows activists to be spied on
- Palantir, Predicts how to manipulate the mood of the public for campaign speeches
- CliQr, Hybrid cloud management platform. Big data exploration, visualization, and analytics platform
for public political analysis and social media manipulation.
- CloudPassage, On-demand, automated infrastructure Big data exploration, visualization, and analytics
platform for public political analysis and social media manipulation.
- Databricks, Cloud-hosted big data analytics and processing platform. Big data exploration, 



visualization, and analytics platform for public political analysis and social media manipulation.
- Dataminr, Situational awareness and analysis at the speed of social media. Big data exploration, 
visualization, and analytics platform for public political analysis and social media manipulation.
- Docker, Open platform to build, ship, and run distributed applications for big data exploration, 
visualization, and analytics platform for public political analysis and social media manipulation.
- Echodyne, Next-generation electronically scanning your mobile devices for political comments.
- Epiq Solutions, Software-defined radio platforms and applications for tracking public mobile devices.
- Geofeedia, Location-based social media monitoring platform for big data exploration, visualization, 
and analytics platform for public political analysis and social media manipulation.
- goTenna, alternate network for off-grid smartphone communications to put back-doors in
- Headspin, Network-focused approach to improving mobile application performance for big data 
exploration, visualization, and analytics platform for public political analysis and social media 
manipulation.
- Interset, Inside political detection using analytics, machine learning, for big data exploration, 
visualization, and analytics platform for public political analysis and social media manipulation.
- Keyssa, Fast, simple, and secure contactless data transfer for big data exploration of your credit cards,
visualization, and analytics platform for public political analysis and social media manipulation.
- Kymeta, Antenna technology for broadband satellite communications for for big data exploration, 
visualization, and analytics platform for public political analysis and social media manipulation.
 - Lookout, Cloud-based mobile cybersecurity for big data exploration, visualization, and analytics 
platform for public political analysis and social media manipulation.
- Mapbox, Design and publish visual, data-rich maps for big data exploration, visualization, and 
analytics platform for public political analysis and social media manipulation.
- Mesosphere, Next-generation scale, efficiency, and automation in a physical or cloud-based data 
center for big data exploration, visualization, and analytics platform for public political analysis and 
social media manipulation.
- Nervana, Next-generation machine learning platform to create automated Trolls
- Orbital Insight, Satellite imagery processing and data science at scale for Elon Musk’s spy satellites.
- Orion Labs, Wearable device and real-time voice communications platform to help consumers spy on 
themselves.
- Parallel Wireless, LTE radio access nodes and software stack for small cell deployment to hack voters
mobile phone locations.
- PATHAR, Channel-specific social media analytics platform for big data exploration, visualization, 
and analytics platform for public political analysis and social media manipulation.
- Pneubotics, Mobile material handling solutions to automate tasks of robot Trolls taping on vast 
numbers of tablets.
- PsiKick, Redefined ultra-low power wireless sensor solutions to spy on your devices.
- PubNub, Build and scale real-time apps for big data exploration, visualization, and analytics platform 
for public political analysis and social media manipulation.
- Rocket Lab, Launch provider for small spy satellites
- Skincential Sciences, Novel materials for biological sample collection of the smells and organics of 



crowds in order to sense their moods.
- Soft Robotics, Soft robotics actuators and systems mobile material handling solutions to automate 
tasks of robot Trolls taping on vast numbers of keyboards.
- Sonatype, Software supply chain automation and security for big data exploration, visualization, and 
analytics platform for public political analysis and social media manipulation.
- Spaceflight Industries, Small spy satellite launch, network, and imagery provider
- Threatstream, Leading enterprise-class political intelligence platform for big data exploration, 
visualization, and analytics platform for public political analysis and social media manipulation.
- Timbr.io, Accessible code-driven analysis platform. Big data exploration, visualization, and analytics 
platform for public political analysis and social media manipulation. 
- Transient Electronics, Dissolvable semiconductor technology so you can swallow a bugging device to
get rid of it.
- TransVoyant, Live predictive intelligence platform. Big data exploration, visualization, and analytics 
platform for public political analysis and social media manipulation
- TRX Systems, 3D indoor location and mapping solutions. Big data exploration, visualization, and 
analytics platform for public political analysis and social media manipulation. 
- Zoomdata, Big data exploration, visualization, and analytics platform for public political analysis and 
social media manipulation
- And much more…
===========================

Silicon Valley’s In-Q-Tel private services spy company has also developed a special technology 
laboratory in Silicon Valley, called Lab41, to provide tools for the intelligence community to connect 
the dots in large sets of data. In February, Lab41 published an article exploring the ways in which a 
Twitter user’s location could be predicted with a degree of certainty through the location of the user’s 
friends. On Github, an open source website for developers, Lab41 currently has a project to ascertain 
the “feasibility of using architectures such as Convolutional and Recurrent Neural Networks to classify 
the positive, negative, or neutral sentiment of Twitter messages towards a specific topic.” Collecting 
intelligence on foreign adversaries has potential benefits for counterterrorism, but such CIA-supported 
surveillance technology is also used for domestic law enforcement and by the private sector to spy on 
activist groups. Palantir, one of In-Q-Tel’s earliest investments in the social media analytics realm, was 
exposed in 2011 by the hacker group LulzSec to be in negotiation for a proposal to track labor union 
activists and other critics of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, the largest business lobbying group in 
Washington. The company, now celebrated as a “tech unicorn” — a term for start-ups that reach over 
$1 billion in valuation — distanced itself from the plan after it was exposed in a cache of leaked emails 
from the now-defunct firm HBGary Federal.

Yet other In-Q-Tel-backed companies are now openly embracing the practice. Geofeedia, for 
instance, promotes its research into Greenpeace activists, student demonstrations, minimum 
wage advocates, and other political movements. Police departments in Oakland, Chicago, Detroit, and 
other major municipalities have contracted with Geofeedia, as well as private firms such as the Mall of 
America and McDonald’s. Although these Silicon Valley “Big Data” systems have missed every major 



terror attack, Google’s investors keep selling their crap software and failed “Big Data” services to the 
U.S. Government.

Lee Guthman, an executive at Geofeedia, told reporter John Knefel that his company could predict the 
potential for violence at Black Lives Matter protests just by using the location and sentiment of tweets. 
Guthman said the technology could gauge sentiment by attaching “positive and negative points” to 
certain phrases, while measuring “proximity of words to certain words.” Privacy advocates, however, 
have expressed concern about these sorts of automated judgments. “When you have private companies 
deciding which algorithms get you a so-called threat score, or make you a person of interest, there’s 
obviously room for targeting people based on viewpoints or even unlawfully targeting people based on 
race or religion,” said Lee Rowland, a senior staff attorney with the American Civil Liberties Union.



Who Can Help You Fight This Kind Of Corruption:?

Our Public/Private Task Force Contacts include, but are not limited to, the following recipients of our 
Network Alerts, Newscasts and Reports:

• Every regional office of the Federal Bureau of Investigations

• Every Auditor Generals Office

• Every Inspector General’s Office

• The Chief of Staff, policy aides and scheduling aides for every member of Congressional

• The top 1000 left wing news editors

• All publishers listed at http://wearethenewmedia.org

• The top 1000 right wing publishers

• Every owner of a WordPress site

• Every owner of a WIX site

• Every owner of a Weebly site

• All torrent archives

• All public file repositories

• Wikileaks and their attorneys

• Police Department notification boards and tip-lines

• Sheriff Department notification boards and tip-lines

• Thousands of Social media services ranging from Voat to Reddit, To Facebook, to GAB to all others reaching

over 7.5 Billion members of the public

• Over 72 press release distribution services

• Over 9800 community service public interest organizations

• Every public-interest, class-action and civil rights lawyer or law-firm in the Martindale directory

• Newsletters, public boards and public announcement resources reaching 200 million voters or more

• Office Of The Special Counsel – www.osc.gov

• Director – FBI

• Duty Officer – San Francisco FBI

• Attorney General – United States Of America

http://www.osc.gov/
http://wearethe/


• Senate Department of The Environment (Over-Seeing Agency for U.S. Dept. of Energy)

• Department of the Army Patent Counsel, Regulatory Law and Intellectual Property Division, U.S. Army 

Legal Services Agency

• U.S. Army Legal Services Agency, JALS – RL/IP

• Department of the Navy Patent Counsel

• Investigator, Office Of Naval Research

• California Attorney General

• State Democrat Party Leaders

• State Republican Party Leaders

• https://www.law.uconn.edu/student-life-resources/student-organizations/public-interest-law-group

• State Green Party Leaders

• State Libertarian Party Leaders

• All IRS 501 C4 registered political non-profit contacts

• California Department of Justice

• California Controller 

• Governor’s office

• Senate Ethics Committee

• House Ethics Committee

• White House Chief Of Staff

• San Francisco Police Department 

• Securities and Exchange Commission

• California Public Utilities Commission

• U.S. Department Of Energy

• U.S. Government Accountability Office

• Central Intelligence Agency, Press Office

• Interpol Anti-Corruption Task Forces

• United Nations Anti-Corruption Task Forces

• White House Press Secretary



• Director, National Highway Safety and Transportation Agency

• Secretary of Energy, U.S. Department of Energy

• CTO, U.S. Department of Energy

• Attorney, U.S. Department of Energy

• contact@crimesolutions.gov

• oig.hotline@usdoj.gov

• inspector.general@usdoj.gov

• ACLU

• antitrust@ftc.gov

• EERE-ExchangeSupport@Hq.Doe.Gov

• enquiries@crim.cam.ac.uk

• fraudhotline@cpuc.ca.gov

• getinfo@ican-foundation.org

• info@jijs.org

• info@publicjustice.org

• ITVERP@usdoj.gov

• info@yhtp.org

• ncvli@lclark.edu

• Victims' Rights Ombudsman, United States Department of Justice

• Hoover Institute, Stanford University

• The Victim Compensation and Government Claims Board

• whistleblower@cftc.gov

• Over 400 peer-to-peer public forensics collaborative law enforcement and anti-corruption clubs, groups and 

organizations

• http://www.law.du.edu/index.php/studentorgs/n-r/pilg

• https://publicinterestlegal.org/

• Judicial Watch

• Cause of Action

https://publicinterestlegal.org/
http://www.law.du.edu/index.php/studentorgs/n-r/pilg
mailto:whistleblower@cftc.gov
mailto:ncvli@lclark.edu
mailto:info@yhtp.org
mailto:ITVERP@usdoj.gov
mailto:info@publicjustice.org
mailto:info@jijs.org
mailto:getinfo@ican-foundation.org
mailto:fraudhotline@cpuc.ca.gov
mailto:enquiries@crim.cam.ac.uk
mailto:EERE-ExchangeSupport@Hq.Doe.Gov
mailto:antitrust@ftc.gov
mailto:inspector.general@usdoj.gov
mailto:oig.hotline@usdoj.gov
mailto:contact@crimesolutions.gov


• The Public Interest Network which includes the state Public Interest Research Groups, U.S. PIRG, state 

environmental groups in 29 states, Environment America, Environmental Action, Center for Public Interest 

Research, Toxics Action Center, Pesticide Watch, Green Century Capital Management, Green Corps, 
National Environmental Law Center, Frontier Group, Community Voters Project,  Snowriders 

International, Accelerate Change, Voices for Progress and Impact

• The Bar Association

• The Public Interest Law Group 

• Center for Investigative Reporting

• Investigative Reporters and Editors (IRE)

• International Consortium of Investigative Journalism (ICIJ)[15] 

• Organized Crime and Corruption Reporting Project (OCCRP)

• Reporters for Investigative Journalism (ARIJ),

• Brazilian Association of Investigative Journalism

• Investigative Journalism Programme at Wits University

• Philippine Center for Investigative Journalism

• ProPublica

• Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty

• And over 10,000 other journalists; researchers; investigators; Chiefs of Staff; Citizen Sleuths; City, State, 

County, Federal and International agencies and others...

Security Notice: All cases and investigations use duplicate archives of all evidence data in un-deletable

archives on mass duplicate servers and repositories located globally including archives in torrents and

particulated file sets, deadman switches, self-replicating archives, and BCC copies to multiple interested

parties in order to mitigate cover-ups, intimidation threats or denials of awareness. If you are reading

this notice, please assume that most relevant law enforcement, watchdog and oversight groups have also

been BCC’d that you have been informed of these facts. Each Task Force information recipient has

 multiple contact and relay methods to every    ther Task Force information recipient mentioned above

        Tools in use include, but are not limited to:

Archiving Your Work:   How to use the Internet Archive’s Wayback Machine to preserve web pages and PDFs. 

• Data Journalism Resources: A guide to resources on computer-assisted reporting, including data collection, 

analysis, visualization, mapping, and more. Spanish version here.

http://gijn.org/resources/data-journalism/periodismo-de-datos/
http://gijn.org/resources/data-journalism/
http://gijn.org/2015/01/27/introducing-the-research-desk-secrets-of-the-wayback-machine/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ProPublica
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philippine_Center_for_Investigative_Journalism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organized_Crime_and_Corruption_Reporting_Project
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_Investigative_Journalism_Network#cite_note-GIJN7-15
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Investigative_Reporters_and_Editors
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Center_for_Investigative_Reporting


• Data Journalism Toolkit: Newsrooms don’t need large budgets for analyzing data–they can easily access basic 

data tools that are free or inexpensive. Spanish version here.

• Defining Investigative Journalism: While definitions vary, there is broad agreement on what makes investigative 

reporting: systematic, in-depth, and original research and reporting, often involving the unearthing of secrets. 

Spanish version here.

• Extractives Industries: A road map to improve your coverage, including new tools that enable journalists and 

bloggers to obtain and verify information, and where to get ideas for future stories.

• Finding Expert Sources: Looking for sources? Finding experts in a particular field is a good place to start for 

many stories. GIJN took a look at various guides to expert sources. After cutting those that are outdated, too 
specialized, or tools of the PR industry, we found a handful worth consulting.

• Freedom of Information Laws:   More than 100 countries now have freedom of information laws. Here are links to

guides and groups, and a directory of FOI offices around the world.

• Freelancer Services: Here’s GIJN’s guide to freelance services around the world. We started looking for good 

platforms for finding assignments and getting paid decently, but we’ve expanded that to groups offering help on 

reporting, funding, insurance, safety, and more.

• GIJC15 & GIJC13 Tipsheets :   See tipsheets from top journalism trainers on investigative techniques, data 

analysis, and more from the 2013 and 2015 Global Investigative Journalism Conference.

• IJAsia16 & IJAsia14 Tipsheets: See tipsheets from top journalism trainers on investigative techniques, data 

analysis, and more from the 2014 and 2016 Uncovering Asia Conference.

• Interviewing: The interview may be the single most important tool journalists have to obtain information, clarify 

facts, and see things from different perspectives. Here are tips from a veteran journalist and trainer.

• Investigating the Shipping Industry: Award-winning journalist Giannina Segnini, currently head of the Data 

Concentration program at Columbia University’s School of Journalism, detailed resources available to reporters 
working on stories involving the shipping industry.

• Investigative Books and Films: Recommended Readings and Films from the Global Investigative Journalism 

Network and Story-Based Inquiry. Compiled by Mark Lee Hunter.

• Investigative Journalism Manuals:   Here are some widely used guides to investigative journalism, including 

casebooks and teaching curricula, many of them downloadable for free. Chinese version here and Spanish 

version here.

• Investigative Journalism Organizations:   Get connected! GIJN lists how to contact more than 100 investigative 

journalism organizations. Includes nonprofit newsrooms, online publishers, professional associations, NGOs, 
training institutes, and academic centers in 50 countries. Spanish version here.

• Investigative Research Links: Tipsheet by Margot Williams. Search Engines, Find a person, Databases, 

Corporation Research and more.

• Mobile Journalism: Tips from the Smartmojo 101 Guerrilla Workshop: how to shoot a basic sequence, use natural

light, recording clean audio, and more.

http://gijc2015.org/2015/10/15/how-to-mojo-using-mobile-phones-for-reporting/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xhgZtBSVDXbYdL0dvTLuj31l3Qj19OpYkdKZMIKI8gw/edit
http://gijn.org/organizaciones-de-periodismo-investigativo/
http://gijn.org/resources/investigative-journalism-organizations/
http://gijn.org/manuales-de-periodismo-de-investigacion/
http://gijn.org/manuales-de-periodismo-de-investigacion/
http://cn.gijn.org/2015/03/06/%E5%B9%B2%E8%B4%A7%EF%BC%9A%E6%B7%B1%E5%BA%A6%E6%8A%A5%E9%81%93%E6%8C%87%E5%8D%97%E5%A4%A7%E9%9B%86%E5%90%88/
http://gijn.org/resources/investigative-journalism-manuals/
http://gijn.org/2014/02/05/resources-a-guide-to-investigative-books-and-films/
http://gijc2015.org/2015/10/19/investigating-the-shipping-industry/
http://gijn.org/2014/02/07/the-art-of-the-interview/
http://2014.uncoveringasia.org/tipsheets/
http://2016.uncoveringasia.org/tipsheets/
http://gijn.org/gijc13-tipsheets/
http://gijn.org/gijc13-tipsheets/
http://gijc2015.org/tipsheets/
http://gijn.org/resources-freelancer-services/
http://gijn.org/resources/freedom-of-information/
http://gijn.org/2016/05/23/resources-guides-to-finding-expert-sources/
http://gijn.org/resources/covering-the-extractive-industries/
http://gijn.org/2015/11/25/que-es-el-periodismo-de-investigacion/
http://gijn.org/resources/investigative-journalism-defining-the-craft/
http://gijn.org/2015/03/16/guia-de-herramientas-gratuitas-o-de-bajo-costo-para-buscar-datos/
http://gijn.org/2015/02/25/drilling-down-a-quick-guide-to-free-and-inexpensive-data-tools/


• Online Research Tools: The BBC’s Internet sleuth Paul Myers gives this tutorial on effective web searching, 

finding people, and tracking domains online.

• Photojournalism: This excerpt from the manual Investigative Photography gives tips on photographing 

documents, storing images, recovering lost information, and taking authoritative photos of firearms.

• Planespotting: Planespotters observe, log, and photograph aircraft departures and landings worldwide, and have 

provided invaluable help to journalists tracking renditions, company junkets, and dictator shopping sprees.

• Research Tools for Investigative Journalists: How do you research thoroughly, save time, and get directly to the 

source you wish to find? Spanish here.

• Social Media Research: list of tools by Frederik Fischer, Audience Engagement at Krautreporter.

• Whistleblowing: This guide to whistleblowers — insiders who expose corrupt or illegal activities — offers links to

secure tools and useful groups in a dozen countries.

HUNTING DOWN THE CULPRITS
Thanks to extraordinary work by federal investigators, Congressional staff, news journalists, private 
investigators and the public, each and every culprit behind the Department of Energy and Silicon 
Valley Slush-Fund has been hunted down identified, interdicted and placed under financial, law 
enforcement and political beneficiary surveillance for the rest of their lives. They (Over 220 individuals
and corrupt businesses) have been, or are now being:

• Fired 

• Arrested 

• Sued 

• Indicted 

• Bankrupted 

• Subpoenaed 

• Surveillance Documented With Publicly Released Case Files 

• Stock-crashed Via Public Exposure of Illicit Deeds 

• And otherwise punished for their crimes… 

If any of them engage in a single crime, illicit deed, vice squad violation or other socially damaging 
action, it will be documented and reported to every jurisdictional party!

Over 70% of the criminally corrupt entities have now been interdicted. The Task Force working on this 
effort will not ever rest until that number reaches 100%. Any suspect can pay the damages they caused, 
at any time.

100% of the criminally corrupt entities have now been identified.

http://gijn.org/resources/whistleblowing/
http://stekhn.de/social-media-research/
https://ijnet.org/es/blog/10-herramientas-que-todo-periodista-de-investigaci%C3%B3n-deber%C3%ADa-usar
http://gijc2015.org/2015/10/10/top-10-data-research-tools-for-investigative-journalists/
http://gijn.org/resources/planespotting/
http://gijn.org/2013/07/15/investigative-photography-supporting-a-story-with-pictures/
http://gijn.org/2015/05/05/online-research-tools-and-investigation-techniques/


PUBLIC TAKE-DOWNS AND TERMINATIONS AGAINST PROVEN 
CORRUPT ENTITIES USING 100% LEGAL METHODOLOGIES:

The voting public has discovered that it is fun and effective to join together to terminate corrupt entities
via boycotts, class action lawsuits, doxxing and other legal anti-corruption measures. Here are some of 
their recent success:

MICHEAL LYNTON – CHAIRMAN, SONY PICTURES (FIRED, UNDER INVESTIGATION)

AMY PASCAL – CEO, SONY PICTURES (FIRED, UNDER INVESTIGATION)

SONY PICTURES – MASSIVE VALUATION DROP (TARGETED FOR EXTINCTION)

HOWARD SCHULTZ, CEO – STARBUCKS (FIRED, UNDER INVESTIGATION)

SOLYNDRA – EXTINCT

ABOUND SOLAR – EXTINCT

FISKER – EXTINCT

STEVEN CHU– SECRETARY OF ENERGY (FIRED, UNDER INVESTIGATION)

THE NEW GHOSTBUSTERS – SONY PICTURES – MASSIVE VALUATION DROP

JOHN STUMPF – CEO – WELLS FARGO (FIRED, UNDER INVESTIGATION)

MEDIA MATTERS – (TARGETED FOR EXTINCTION)

WELLS FARGO – MASSIVE VALUATION DROP (TARGETED FOR EXTINCTION)

LACHLAN SEWARD – LOAN DIRECTOR, U.S. DEPT. OF ENERGY (FIRED, UNDER 
INVESTIGATION)

JOHN PODESTA – EXPOSED, UNDER INVESTIGATION

UNITED AIRLINES – MASSIVE VALUATION DROP

STARBUCKS – MASSIVE VALUATION DROP (TARGETED FOR EXTINCTION)

ESPN – MASSIVE LAYOFFS

GAWKER MEDIA – EXTINCT

ENRON – EXTINCT

ELON MUSK – UNDER FEDERAL INVESTIGATION AND COORDINATED PROGRAM TO 
CRASH ALL OF HIS STOCK ASSETS. SOLARCITY – EXTINCT

VINOD KHOSLA – EXPOSED IN NEWS MEDIA, SUED BY MULTIPLE PARTIES, UNDER 
INVESTIGATION



NICK DENTON – SUED, AIDS RISK TRACKED, A PORTION OF HIS ASSETS BANKRUPTED, 
UNDER IRS AND INTERPOL INVESTIGATION

JOHN DOERR – UNDER FEDERAL INVESTIGATION AND COORDINATED PROGRAM TO 
CRASH ALL OF HIS STOCK ASSETS

UNIVISION – MASSIVE LAYOFFS (TARGETED FOR EXTINCTION)

ENTIRE SENIOR STAFF BASE – U.S. DEPT. OF ENERGY

AND OVER 350 OTHERS, WITH MANY MORE UNDER-WAY…

Per one site dedicated to anti-corruption:

“Silicon Valley Cartel” elitists have synthetically created “high social status” that they self-promote at 
TED Talks and on Social Media companies their friends control. (ie: Elon Musk’s constant self-
promotion about how god-like he thinks he is) When they affirm the groupthink to become more 
popular, they also strengthen the groupthink by strengthening the appearance that everyone is 
unanimous in affirming the groupthink on Silicon Valley social media. This is a “mnemonic feedback 
loop” that you can exploit.

There is an opportunity for disruption here.

The plan is simple: whenever a celebrity or other “high-status figure” panders to the Silicon Valley 
Cartel profiteering agenda, we must make them pay for abusing the public for profit. The goal is to 
create an aversion to their dogma, thereby allowing it to fall victim to its own corrosive energy by 
means of division. The majority of Silicon Valley clones will still believe it, of course, but our strategy 
here can free the best people from the groupthink, and freeing the best is all one needs to pop the 
Silicon Valley brain-washing bubble.

As to how to make them pay, there are a few ways, per CIA manuals employed by Google:

1. Meme them down. The spread of memetic propaganda mocking, belittling, and degrading 
those who pander to the Silicon Valley Cartel will result in an adverse reaction to pandering. 
The attack need not be limited to their pandering, but should focus on it. If we do this with a 
few high-profile people in a row, a pattern will emerge, wherein pandering is visibly seen to 
lead to social censure. Since people, Silicon Valley Cartelists in particular, fear ostracism more 
than death, it follows that this strategy will discourage pandering exponentially the more it is 
used. If high-status people begin to see pandering as career suicide, we have won a major battle.

2. Boycott them. This takes two forms. First, refuse to consume Silicon Valley Cartel-infected 
media, even if the source is otherwise reputable. In some cases, it will be unavoidable, but for 
the most part, you ought to be able to boycott groupthink-infected entities. The effect of 
boycotting is not strictly monetary. In addition to refusing to give them your money, you are 
depriving them of attention, which, in our society, causes institutions to wither. For example, if 
you stop listening to a particular podcast because that podcast is groupthink-infected, then 
whenever someone wants to talk to you about it, you can shrug and say, “I don’t listen to that 



anymore.” This makes said podcast less of a social asset because fewer people consume it. 
Removing attention from entities in our society kills those entities, crashes their stock value, 
shuts down profits from their movies and exposes their scam.

3. Attack them peripherally. In addition to meming them down and boycotting them, we can 
denigrate anyone who panders to the Silicon Valley Cartel by means of indirect attack. “So-and-
so is a panderer” is fine, but if you can attack and denigrate the content in general of someone 
who panders to the Silicon Valley Cartel, you’re still draining away their energy. This requires a 
subtle understanding: consequence is more important than strict logical implication. If every 
person who panders to the Silicon Valley Cartel experiences a drop in popularity, whether or not
that drop comes from people hating them for their pandering or peripheral attacks by the aware 
in response to their pandering, the overall pattern visible to society will be “pander→ crash and 
burn.” This is key.

4. Sue them. Get others together and file class-action lawsuits against the Silicon Valley abusers. 
File RICO corruption lawsuits against them. Sue them in civil court and collect your damages 
from them. Sue each executive and investor, yourself, in small claims court, one-at-a-time. Get 
$10K from each of them for abusing your rights.

5. DOX them. Expose their hookers, rent boys, rapes, pedo clubs, tax evasions, expense account 
frauds, Uber trips, Sexual harassments, racial discriminations, divorces, secret overseas 
accounts, real estate, salaries and all of the dirt on their corrupt activities. Make sure the 
information is seen by everyone. The Silicon Valley Cartel has been proven to be one sick 
bunch of puppies.

6. Audit their hacks. Don’t hack anyone, that is illegal. When they do get hacked, there is usually
too much information for little groups like Wikileaks or ICIJ to review. YOU should review it 
all and find the juicy bits and send they key finds to many top reporters.

7. More… There are hundreds of other things you can try. Just search: “Anti-corruption tactics” 
on DuckDuckgo.com. These are criminals who have broken the law and bribed judges, Senators
and some top law enforcement bosses to run cover for them. It is your responsibility, as a 
citizen, to help take them down. The justice system will not do it any more.

Don’t break the law. All of the things above are 100% legal and you will actually get help from 
Congressional investigators because they want these crooks shut down, too.

Remember that the Silicon Valley Cartel is made up of people who live for popularity and validation as 
their constant look-at-me whining at TED Talks, and other self-glorification idiocies, prove. Deprive 
them of that in response to their more toxic behaviors, and you’re well on your way to controlling 
them, like putting a shock collar on a dog. You can make Eric Schmidt YOUR bitch, in this manner and
reverse his current hold over society.



This tactic will succeed if it becomes an automatic response to any pandering whatsoever. You can 
leverage this into a wider change if everyone is careful and precise about it, so make sure to spread this 
article and this idea far and wide.
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